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. HAROLD A. LINKE, State Engineer 
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FRANCIS, 
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IN THE SUPREME COURT 
of the 
STATE OF UTAH 
ERNEST \V. MITCHELL, 
Plaintiff and Respondent, 
-vs.-
SPANISH FORK WEST FIELD 
IRRIGATION COMPANY, a corpo-
ration, SPANISH FORK SOUTH 
IRRIGATION COMPANY, a corpo-
ration, SPANISH FORK SOUTH-
E~t\ST IRRIGATION COMPANY, a 
corporation, SALEM IRRIGATION 
CO:JIP ANY, a corporation, SPAN-
ISH FORK EAST BENCH CANAL 
COMPANY, a corporation, LAKE 
SHORE IRRIGATION COMPANY, 
a corporation, SPANISH FORK 
CITY, a municipal corporation, 
HAROLD A. LINKE, State Engineer 
of the State of Utah, and WAYNE 
FRANCIS, 
Defendants and Appellants. 
Case No. 7955 
BRIEF OF APPELLANTS 
STATEMENT OF' CASE 
The plaintiff brought this action to quiet title to a 
flow of 7¥2 cubic feet per second for a period of one day 
or 24 hours each week, . o:f the waters of Thistle Creek, 
a tributary of Spanish Fork River for the irrigation of 
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9¥2 acres of land located above Thistle in Spanish Fork 
Canyon, Utah County, Utah. 
At the time the Complaint was filed upon an ex parte 
application of the plaintiff, Hon. Joseph E. Nelson, one 
of the judges of the above entitled ~ourt issued an order 
directing the Commissioner of Spanish Fork River to 
deliver to the plaintiff a flow of 71h cubic feet per second 
for one day of 24 hours each week of the flow of Thistle 
Creek, a tributary of Spanish F'ork River (R. ______ ). 
To the Complaint, the defendants filed their Answer 
and Counterclaim in which they alleged that the Court 
was without authority to hear and determine the contro-
versy by reason of another action pending involving the 
same subject matter. Defendants also denied that plain-
tiff was the owner of the right to the use of the water 
claimed by him, and they sought to quiet title in them-
selves of the right to the use of the water claimed by the 
plaintiff. To the Answer, the plaintiff filed a Reply. 
A pre-trial was had in which the court made its order 
that the issues of fact and law were determined to be: 
ISSUES OF LAW 
1. Is case no. 10429 civil on file in the above en-
titled court a bar to this action. 
2. Is case no. 57,298 civil now pending in the Third 
Judicial District Court in and for Salt Lake County a 
bar to these proceedings. 
3. Are all the persons claiming title to the waters 
of Spanish Fork River under the McCarty Decree indis-
pensible parties to this case. 
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ISSUES OF FACT 
1. Does the plain tiff own the water claimed by him 
in his Con1plaint. 
2. The acreage of tracts 1, 2 and 3 and the amounts 
of water used by the plaintiff on said tracts. 
3. Has the plaintiff established by adverse use the 
right to use 7.5 cubic feet per second of the waters of 
Thistle Creek once each week for 24 hours on Mondays 
throughout the irrigation season. 
4. Is the plaintiff the owner of all of the water of 
the Mitchell Spring over and above 2.38 c.f.s~ and of 
7.5 c.f.s. of Thistle Creek in addition to his right under 
the Strawberry Project. 
5. That the defendants during 1948 unlawfully re-
fused to permit the plaintiff to use the water to his dam-
age in the sum of $280.00 (R. 19-20). 
Upon the issues thus determined at the pre-trial, a 
trial was had to the court which resulted in a Decree and 
Judgment whereby the Court found that: 
1. That the plaintiff has not acquired any right to 
any water through the Mitchell ditch by adverse use. 
2. That the plain tiff had acquired by adverse use 
against the defendants a right to a flow of 2lf2 cubic feet 
per second for a period of 12 hours on Monday of each 
week from April 1st to October 1st of each year to be , 
diverted through the ditch or ditches referred to in the 
evidence as the Collett, Minnedoka and Winwird, and to 
a continuous flow through the Winwird Ditch and hack 
into Thistle Creek for stockwatering purposes and to 
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4 
supply plaintiff's well with underground water for culi-
nary purposes. 
3. That the defendants were not entitled to any 
damages by reason of the plaintiff having diverted, week-
ly during the irrigation season, from Thistle Creek and 
used upon his land, 7¥2 cubic feet per second from and 
after July 18, 1949 to June 22, 1951. 
4. The Court further found and concluded that it 
had authority to try and determine the controversy in 
this case notwithstanding there was pending and undis-
posed of in this court case No. 10429 civil in which Span-
ish Fork West Field Irrigation Company and the other 
corporate defendants are parties plaintiff and the plain-
tiff herein and others are parties defendants, and in 
which action the water rights claimed by the plaintiff 
herein are directly involved and also notwithstanding 
there is pending and undisposed of in the Third Judicial 
District Court of Salt Lake County, Utah action number-
ed 57298, civil, entitled Salt Lake City et al v. Anderson, 
et al in which action there is sought a general adjudica-
tion of all the waters in the Utah Lake Drainage area, 
including the waters involved in this action and all of the 
parties to this action are parties defendant in said action 
numbered 57298, civil, so pending in the Third Judicial 
District Court of Salt Lake County, Utah. 
5. The Court awarded plaintiff his costs (R. 504-
513). 
From the Decree and Judgment so entered and the 
whole thereof, the defendants other than the State En-
gineer and Wayne Francis prosecute this appeal. 
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NOTE : (The pages of the entire reco-rd made 
up by the Clerk of the District Court are numbered co-n-
secutively at the bottom of the page, while the reporter 
has numbered the pages of the transcript at the top of 
the page. The Clerk of the court below has made an index 
of the court proceedings had other than those had during 
the course of the trial and the Court reporter has pre-
pared an index of the proceedings had during the trial 
and of the place in the transcript where the testimony 
of the witnesses may be found in the transcript. Thus to 
avoid confusion and to enable the Court to more readily 
find the matters referred to in this Brief, we have used 
the letters Tr. followed by the page where the evidence 
may be found in the transcript, and the letter R. followed 
by the page where the proceedings, other than those had 
at the trial, may be found.) 
An understanding of the questions which divide the 
parties to this litigation requires a review of the evidence 
which was offered and received at the trial. 
On April 20, 1899, Hon. W m. McCarty entered a De-
cree which is referred tn in the evidence as the McCarty 
Decree. All of the parties in this action or their pre-
decessors in interest, (other than the State Engineer and 
Wayne Francis) were parties to the action which re-
sulted in the entry of the McCarty Decree. A copy nf the 
McCarty Decree was received in evidence as Exhibit 
1 (Tr. 211). The plaintiff and the corporate defendants 
claim under that Decree, but as we understand, the plain-
tiff claims a right other than his rights under the Me-
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Carty Decree and other than such rights as he or his 
predecessor in interest acquired by purchase from the 
United States under the Strawberry Project which was 
constructed by the United States Reclamation Service 
and the waters so developed were diverted into Diamond 
Fork, a tributory of Spanish Fork River and delivered 
to the water users of Spanish Fork River whose lands 
are in the Southern part of Utah County and below the 
mouth of Spanish Fork Canyon. The people in Spanish 
Fork Canyon, including the predecessors in interest of 
the plaintiff, purchased some of the water referred to in 
the evidence as Strawberry water and as this water found 
its way into Spanish F'ork River below where plaintiff 
and his associated divert their water from the river, the 
Strawberry water is exchanged for an equal quantity of 
river water (Tr. 231-235). 
By the McCarty Decree it is among other matters 
provided: 
"That the defendants taking and using water 
above the mouth of Spanish Fork Canyon (Plain-
tiff's predecessor in interest being one of such 
water users) are entitled to have of the waters of 
said river and its tributaries, such a proportion of 
the waters of said river as their necessities re-
quire, until the waters of said river receed in vol-
ume to a quantity not exceeding twenty-two inches 
in depth by forty-one ( 41) feet in width, weir 
measurements, measured at the said 1neasuring 
gates of the parties, below the mouth of said can-
yon hereinbefore stated: 
"That whenever the water of said river re-
ceeds in volume to a quantity not exceeding 
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Twenty-two (22) inches in depth, by Forty-one 
( 41) feet in width, measured as above stated, the 
said defendants above the mouth of said Spanish 
Fork Canyon, as aforesaid, are entitled, to have 
the water of said river not exceeding two (2) 
per oontum thereof, until the water of said river 
receeds in vohune to a quantity not exceeding 
Eighteen (18) inches in depth by Forty-one feet 
in width, measured as aforesaid. 
'"That whenever the water of said river re-
ceeds in volume to a quantity not exceeding Eight-
een (18) inches in depth, by Forty-one ( 41) feet in 
width, measured as aforesaid, the said Defendants 
above the mouth of said Spanish Fork Canyon, 
as aforesaid, are entitled to have of the water of 
said river not exceeding One Per Centum thereof, 
until the water of said river recedes in volume 
to a quantity not exceeding fifteen and One-half 
(15¥2) inches in depth, by Twenty-four (24) feet 
in width, measured as aforesaid, and thereafter 
said Defendants above the mouth of said Canyon, 
are not entitled to any of the water of said river, 
except for the irrigation of Thirty (30) acres of 
land and so long as the volume thereof continues 
at or below the said Fifteen and one-half inches in 
depth, by twenty-four feet in width; and for the 
purpose of irrigating said Thirty acres of land, 
said Defendants above the mouth of said canyon 
are entitled to have such a quantity of water as 
the plaintiffs have and use for irrigation of the 
same number of acres of land, at the same season 
of the year; said Thirty acres of water right to 
be known and designated in this decree as a 'pri-
mary right.' 
"That it is expressly stipulated and agreed 
by and among the said defendants above the 
mouth of said canyon that the water of said river 
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among the said defendants and the same to be de-
creed to them as follows: It is therefore ordered, 
adjudged and decreed; 
"That for the purpose of determining the 
rights of the parties taking their water above the 
mouth of Spanish Fork Canyon, and distributing 
and dividing the same among them, the said par-
ties are divided into three classes, which shall be 
known in this decree as the First class, the Second 
class, the Third class ; 
"That the First Class embraces those persons 
who by this decree are entitled to the use of thirty 
acres of water, hereinbefore provided for and 
denmninated as "primary" water, and said thirty 
acres of "primary" water is hereby decreed to be 
the property and to belong to the persons herein-
after named in the schedule made a part of this 
decree as being in the First Class ; 
"The Second Class embraces those persons 
who are entitled to the use of that portion of the 
water of Spanish F'ork River and its tributaries 
hereinbefore provided for, and classified as Two 
Percentum and One Per Centum of the Waters 
of Spanish Fork River the said Two Percentum 
' . . being two per cent of the waters of srud nver, 
when the same measured at the measuring gate 
of the Corporations, parties, hereto below the 
mouth of said canyon, as aforesaid, shall have 
receeded in a volume to a point less than Twenty-
two inches in depth and Forty-one feet in width, 
and not less than Eighteen inches in depth, and 
F'orty-one feet in width, weir measurement; and 
the said One Per Centum being One Percent of the 
water of the said river when the same, measured 
as aforesaid, and not exceeding Fifteen and one-
half inches in depth by Twenty-four feet in width 
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weir n1easurement; and the said One Per Centum 
and T·wo Per Cenhun of the \Yater of the said 
riYer and its tributaries are hereby decreed to be 
the property of, and shall be distributed to the 
persons named in said schedule as being in said 
First and Second Classes; 
.. The Third Class mnbraces those who are 
entitled to the use of the water of said river and 
its tributaries when the same shall exceed in 
volume twenty-two inches in depth by forty-one 
feet in width measured in the manner and places 
aforesaid . 
.. That so long as the waters of Spanish Fork 
River and its tributaries exceed in volume said 
twenty-two inches in depth by forty-one feet in 
width measured as aforesaid, all said defendants 
who take their water above the mouth of Spanish 
Fork Canyon, the same being hereinafter specifi-
cally enumerated in the schedule which is made 
a part hereof, shall be entitled to the use of a 
sufficient portion of said waters for their neces-
sities according to their respective rights as set 
forth in said schedule. 
"That when the waters of the said Spanish 
Fork River and its tributaries measured as afore-
said, shall recede to a point not exceeding twenty-
two inches in depth by forty-one feet in width, 
measured as aforesaid, then the rights of the 
parties hereto who are embraced within the Third 
Class shall be terminated and the Two Per Cen-
tum of the waters and the One Per Centum of the 
water of said river and its tributaries, provided 
for as aforesaid, shall be distributed to the par-
ties hereto, who have rights in the First and 
Second Classes, in proportion, to their respective 
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~ghts, as shown in the schedule contained here-
In. 
"That when the water of said river receeds 
to a point not exceeding Fifteen and One-half 
inches in depth and Twenty-four feet in width 
measured as aforesaid, then the parties in the said 
First Class shall be entitled to all of the waters 
decreed herein to belong to the parties herein tak-
ing water above the mouth of Spanish F·ork Can-
yon, the said water being the said thirty acres of 
primary right and the same is awarded and distri-
buted as provided in said schedule, to the said 
parties named in the said First Class, according 
to their respective rights. 
"That the following is the said schedule and 
contains the names of the parties hereto entitled 
to water from said Spanish Fork River and its 
tributaries, above the mouth of Spanish F'ork 
Canyon, and contains the rights of each person 
respectively in said classes, stated in acres the 
. right of each person in each class being the pro-
portion which the number of acres set opposite his 
name bears to the aggregate acreage in each 
class. 
SCHEDULE 
Name First Second Third 
Class Class Class 
Emma Gardner 20 acres 20 acres 
Henry Gardner 3 acres 9 acres 
D. A. Mitchell 5 acres 45 acres 
H. B. Hicks 20 acres 40 acres 
Geo. S. Pickering 5 acres 25 acres 
Henry Elmer 4 acres 12 acres 
John Drollinger 5 acres 35 acres 
Jas. A. Mitchell 7 acres 9 acres 
Samuel Francum 17 acres 23 acres 
Henry Sargent 5' acres 40 acres 
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Name First Second Third 
Class Class Class 
Jas. Fran cum 30 acres 
Louis Nielson 10 acres 
S. J. Courdin 25 acres 
Herman Overhansly 45 acres 
John Partridge 23 acres 
J. J. Loveless 5 acres 10 acres 
H. F. Johnson 7 acres 43 acres 
Lorenzo Gardner 2 acres 
Robert Henderson 13 acres 7 acres 
Leven Simmons 7 acres 8 acres 
Hyrum Siller 4 acres 8 acres 13 acres 
F. A. Jones 2 acres 1 acres 
Wm. Brook 2 acres 2 acres 
S. S. Powell 8 acres 17 acres 
A. Gardner 2 acres 
Bert Jones 6 acres 6 acres 
J. S. Lewis 20acres 30 acres 
M. D. Warner 10 acres 10 acres 
John Warner 7 acres 
John Bigley 10 acres 10 acres 
T. J. Schofield 8 acres 12 acres 
Wm. Rawlings 3 acres 20 acres 27 acres 
Ed Sackett 8 acres 12 acres 
W. T. Williams 5 acres 10 acres 
Jas. Ballard 6 acres 10 acres 
Henry McKell 14 acres 12 acres 
Wm. McKell 8 acres 5 acres 
W. S. Pace 10 acres 10 acres 
J. W. Coburn 30 acres 
J. S. Lee 30 acres 
Samuel Cornaby 15 acres 
George Killian 6 acres 4 acres 
Bernard Snow 6 acres 4 acres 
Mrs. M. Reger 10 acres 
Aaron Chadwick 4 acres 4 acres 
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"That whenever the waters of said river de-
creed herein to the parties named in said schedule 
shall be insufficient in volume to meet the require-
ments of the persons having interests in the first 
and second classes, those persons having interests 
as provided in said schedule of their class only, 
shall be cut off in their use of said water in pro-
portion to the said rights, the cutting off to con-
tinue as long as the persons having rights in the 
said First and Second Classes shall require the 
water according to their rights as ascertained in 
said schedule and when the water of said river 
shall have diminished so that the one Per Centum 
provided for as aforesaid, is cut off from the said 
defendants taking their water from above the 
mouth of Spanish Fork Canyon, then the said pri-
mary water, being thirty acres, as aforesaid, shall 
be distributed to the said persons having first 
class rights only, as provided for in said schedule, 
and according to the rights of each respectively." 
(Defendant's Exhibit 1 Tr. 211). 
The McCarty Decree further provides for the por-
tion of water of Spanish Fork River that each of the cor-
porations diverting water below the mouth of Spanish 
F'ork Canyon shall receive when the flow of the river is 
of various amounts by weir 1neasurements. "\Ve need not 
be concerned with such division in this case, but it will be 
noted from the testimony of Commissioner Frances that 
for convenience in determining the quantity of water that 
each water user is entitled to receive at the various weir 
measurements mentioned in the McCar~y Decree, has 
been converted into second feet (Tr. 376). So far as is 
made to appear, except as testified to by plaintiff and 
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his witnesses, the waters of Spanish Fork River have 
been distributed to the persons and corporations that 
were awarded a water right by the McCarty decree, or 
their successors, ever sine& such decree was entered. We 
shall hereafter refer in greater detail to the evidence 
touching the manner in which the water of Spanish Fork 
River has been distributed ( Tr. 212). 
It will be seen that D. A. Mitchell, the fa:ther and pre-
decessor in title and interest of the plaintiff herein, was 
by the McCarty Decree awarded 5 acres of second class 
and 45 acres of third class water right. 
In 1916, D. A. Mitchell, the father and predecessor 
of the plaintiff, bought 55 acre feet of what is referred 
to in the evidence as Strawberry water and later he 
bought an additional 57 acre feet making a total of 112 
acre feet of water bought by D. A. Mitchell (Tr. 40). 
It is made to appear that before the people in the 
canyon were permitted by the United States Government 
to purchase water from the Government they were re-
quired to form a corporation to regulate the water pur-
chased (Tr. 145). 
In compliance with such requirement the Clinton 
Irrigation Go. was formed in 1917 ( Tr. 328 to 338). D. A. 
Mitchell, the father and predecessory of the plaintiff, 
signed the Articles of Incorporation (Tr. 37 and 44). It 
will be noted that said D. A. Mitchell was one of the 
incorporators who signed the oath that it was the bona 
fide intention of the corporation to carry on the business 
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and effect the objects for which the corporation was 
formed and that each party to the agreement had paid 
the amount of stock subscribed for. 
D. A. Mitchell, the father and predecessor of the 
plaintiff, was by the Articles of Incorporation of the 
Clinton Irrigation Company, named the Secretary and 
Treasurer and a Director thereof ( Tr. 333). He served 
as such up to at least the time he conveyed his land and 
water to the plaintiff (Tr. 340 and 342). 
Plaintiff conveyed to the Clinton Irrigation Com-
pany all of his water right in Spanish F·ork River and 
received fully paid up stock for the same. Later in this 
brief, we shall direct the attention of the Court more 
specifically to some of the provisions of such Articles 
(Tr. 336-337). 
By the Articles of Incorporation of the Clinton 
Irrigation Company, D. A. Mitchell received 55 shares of 
Strawberry, 90 shares of Primary and 110 shares of 
Ditch water. He purchased the other 57 acre feet of 
Strawberry water after the Clinton Irrigation Company 
was organized. See abstract, Plaintiff's Exhibit A, page 
46. 
In support of his claim the plaintiff called as his 
witnesses his father and two brothers and his former 
neighbors, James Hicks and Sidney Elmer. He also 
called William D. Jackson about the measurement of the 
land upon which plaintiff claims the right to use 7V:! 
second feet of water for one day per week. Raymond B. 
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Farnsworth also testified on behalf of the plaintiff as to 
the duty of water. 
D. A. niitchell, the father and predecessor in title of 
plaintiff, testified that he took up his residence in Span-
ish Fork Canyon in 1889 or 1890 (Tr. 1). That he home-
steaded some land and began to irrigate part of the same 
the year- after he took up his residence on Thistle Creek 
in Spanish Fork Canyon. That he secured water from a 
spring and from Pace Hollow and Benney Creek (Tr. 
24). That he irrigated about 15 acres; that from time to 
time he broke up and irrigated additional land; that the 
water he used came from the Mitchell Spring which 
flowed about 2 or 3 second feet; that he used water from 
the :Mitchell Spring until he bought Strawberry water 
(Tr. 6). That he operated the farm until he sold it to 
Ernest about 18 or 19 years ago; that he bought from 
~frs. Collett some land in 1903; that of the land so bought, 
five or six acres were being irrigated from Thistle Creek 
(Tr. 9). That in addition to the Collett ditch, there is a 
Minnedoka Ditch (Tr. 12), and a Winwird Ditch just 
west of the house which divert water from Thistle Creek 
(Tr. 14). That he had a controversy with Mr. Syler about 
water and John Oberhansley adjusted the dispute (Tr. 
17). That they decided that Mitchell should have the 
waters every Monday in the Winwird and Minnedoka 
ditches; that he took the water in the Collett ditch when-
ever he wanted it (Tr.18); that the two ditches carry two 
second feet, maybe more; that he kept the water 24 hours 
(Tr. 19). That the water is diverted out of Thistle Creek 
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and runs through a calf pasture and then back into the 
creek. That a well was dug for culinary water in about 
1890; that they had a garden which was watered out of 
the Winwird Ditch (Tr. 20). That no McCarty decreed 
water was used on the pasture land (Tr. 22). 
On cross-examination, D. A. Mitchell testified that 
about 5 or 6 acres were irrigated out of the Collett ditch 
(Tr. 23). 1¥2 acres out of the Minnedoka ditch (Tr. 24) 
about 65 out of the Mitchell ditch; and about 2 acres 
irrigated out of the Winwird ditch. That he bought water 
from the Federal Government and took water out of 
Thistle creek in exchange for the water purchased (Tr. 
29); that he had been cited for contempt for using water 
out of Thistle Creek and had paid a fine; that he rented 
water from the United States Government that was de-
veloped by the government in constructing a tunnel into 
Strawberry Valley; that the water used in the. canyon 
is handled by the users themselves; that they operated 
under a corporation which fixes the amount of water 
each stockholder is entitled to (Tr. 32). 
That the only water the witness ever claimed was 
the McCarty decreed water, the water right which went 
with the Collett land and the Strawberry water. That he 
conveyed his property and water right to Ernest Mitchell 
about 1930 (Tr. 38). That he made two purchases of 
water from the United States one for 55 and one for 57 
acre feet, making a total of 112 acre feet which water 
was applied on the hill through the Mitchell ditch (Tr. 
40-41). That he used the water from the Mitchell spring 
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through the Mitchell ditch until he was shut off (Tr. 43). 
That he signed the Articles of Incorporation of the Clin-
ton Irrigation Company ( Tr. 44). That the Minnedoka 
ditch was constructed in about 1920 - 1921; that at the 
time he conveyed his land to his son, Ernest Mitchell, he 
claimed a water right from only three sources, namely: 
McCarty Decree, Strawberry and the water right that 
went with the Collett land when he purchased the same 
(Tr. 50). 
R. L. Mitchell, a son of D. A. Mitchell and a brother 
of the plaintiff testified for the plaintiff as follows: That 
he is 56 years old and has lived on the property in Span-
ish Fork Canyon all his life (Tr. 51-52). That he is 
acquainted with the Mitchell, Collett, Minnedok:a and 
Winwird ditches; that the Minnedoka ditch was con-
structed in about 1919 or 1920; that prior to the construc-
tion of the Minnedoka ditch all of plaintiff's land on the 
west side of the river was irrigated from the Collett 
ditch; that all of the land under the ditches needs irriga-
tion; that the lands under the ditches has been used for 
pasture as long as he can remember; that the land has 
to be irrigated continuously; that when he irrigated he 
kept the water in the pasture continuously from the latter 
part of March or the first of April until it froze up in 
the fall along in November (Tr. 56). That about a second 
foot was kept in the ditch; that the water not used ran 
back into the river (Tr. 57). That there was water in the 
Mitchell ditch as far back as he could remember through-
out the year (Tr. 61). That the water in the Mitchell 
ditch is supplied with water from the Mitchell Spring 
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(Tr. 65). That there was enough water from the :Mitchell 
ditch to irrigate about 125 acres of land before they pur-
chased Strawberry water; that Strawberry water to the 
extent of 112 acre feet was bought to avoid trouble; that 
they had plenty of water without buying Strawberry 
water (Tr. 66-67); that all of the land on the west side 
of This'tle Creek was irrigated out of the Collett ditch 
(Tr. 67); that there was about 7lf2 acres of Collett land 
irrigated (Tr. 68). That about 5 or 6 acres is irrigated 
out of the Minnedoka ditch; that abou't 13 acres were irri-
gated out of the Minnedoka and Collett ditches (Tr. 69), 
and about 4 or 5 acres irrigated out of the Winwird 
ditch; that the same amount of land was irrigated back 
in 1916 (Tr. 71). 
Plaintiff Ernest W. Mitchell testified in his own 
behalf: That he purchased the land upon which he claims 
the right to the use of the water in controversy in 1934; 
that he is familiar with the ditches mentioned in the testi-
mony of his father and brother (Tr. 72); that as far back 
as he can remember, water from the Mitchell Spring 
has been used through the Mitchell ditch (Tr. 73). That 
at the time of the trial he was 41 years of age and he re-
members back 29 or 30 years ; that there are 52% acres 
of alfalfa, 24 acres of pasture and 48lf2 acres of grain 
under the Mitchell ditch (Tr. 74). That water was left 
running in the Mitchell ditch by the Water Commissioner 
until the summer before last to water cattle; that no 
charge was made for that water which was between lJt 
and 1f2 second foot (Tr. 75); that he has watered the land 
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down at the house, that there was a small stream of may-
be a second foot running continuously and later the ditch 
was enlarged so that it would carry 2% second feet ( Tr. 
37). That seven acres is irrigated out of the Minnedoka 
ditch (Tr. 78). Four acres out of the Winwird ditch (Tr. 
81). Five acres out of the Collett ditch (Tr. 82). That 
he irrigates the land once a week (Tr. 83). That the 
Minnedoka and Winwird ditches are used to supply the 
prior right to water of Sid Elmer; that the water is not 
turned out of the Winwird ditch but is turned back into 
the river; that approximately 2% second feet runs 
through that ditch in the summer ( Tr. 85). That in 1944 
he had an agreement with Mr. Frances, the water com-
missioner, that he should have 2% second feet of water 
in each ditch (Collett, Winwird and Minnedoka) once a 
week for 24 hours and should be charged for only a sec-
ond foot (Tr. 90) ; that irrigation extends from April 
1st to October 15th ( Tr. 91). 
On cross-examination, he testified that no one but 
himself uses the Collett ditch, but Sid Elmer uses the 
Minnedoka ditch. Tha:t he irrigates 12 acres on the west 
of Thistle Creek ( Tr. 94). That 4 acres is irrigated on 
the east of Thistle Creek through the Winwird ditch or a 
total of about 16 acres irrigated out of Thistle Creek 
each week by using 2% second feet of water in each of 
the three ditches one day a week; that beginning in 1944 
there was a charge made against him of one second foot 
through the Collett ditch; that water was ordered 
through Bert Oberhansley for 24 hours; that such prac-
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tice has been followed since 1936; before then the water 
was handled by the stockholders of the irrigation com-
pany (Tr. 96). That there has always been a water com-
missioner who came up the canyon and informed the 
water users which water was drawn out of the Straw. 
berry Reservoir (Tr. 97); that he understood the water 
was charged against the Clinton Irrigation Company; 
that during the early part of the year there was water 
available for everyone ('Tr. 98). That the time that 
Strawberry water was charged during some years ago 
began in the latter part of June or first of July, but lately 
it has been the latter part of May (Tr. 99). That prior 
to 1936, the peqple in the canyon regulated the water 
themselves and the Commissioner did not turn it on and 
off (Tr. 99). 
That as far back as the witness could remember there 
was a water commissioner on Spanish Fork River. That 
during the early part of the year the Commissioner per-
mifted the people in the canyon to use all the water they 
desired, but when the river fell, they came and told them 
that they were being charged with Strawberry water, but 
they did not turn the water on and off ( Tr. 100). That 
Cliff J ex and Warner told him when to turn the water 
on and off which was prior to 1936 ( Tr. 101). That prior 
to 1936, as he understood it, the people in the valley let 
the people in the canyon take the water as they wanted it 
in exchange for the Strawberry water that had been pur-
chased from the United States (Tr. 102). That the only 
ditch that they were regulated on was the 1\fitchell ditch 
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(Tr. 104). That they called for Strawberry water only 
after the :McCarty decreed water was used up (Tr. 104). 
That until 1936 the water purchased by the canyon 
people was exchanged for the water that the canyon 
people desired to use (Tr. 105-106). That he claimed the 
right to go and help himself whenever he wanted to on 
the Collett ditch (Tr. 107). That he had an agreement 
with Frances that he should be charged with one second 
foot of water and was entitled to use 2¥2 second feet in 
each of the three ditches (Tr. 107-108). That the pasture 
under the Mitchell ditch is only irrigated with high water 
(Tr. 111-112). That the well is kept up from water di-
verted through the Winwird ditch (Tr. 113). Water runs 
through the Winwird ditch to the Elmer land ( Tr. 113). 
The ditch is within 200 feet of well ('Tr. 114). That when 
the water is not needed in the valley, the Commissioner 
tells the canyon people that they may use it (Tr. 115). 
Credit given for McCarty and Strawberry water and it 
may be drawn at any time. That before 1936 the pur-
chased water was exchanged for water needed by the 
canyon people (Tr. 116). That the bottom of the well is 
deeper than Thistle Creek (Tr. 119). That when Straw-
berry water was ordered it was through the Mitchell 
ditch to the extent of the water available (Tr. 120). That 
the stock stream was shut off by Victor P. Salem in 
1948; that water has been running there since (Tr. 121). 
That 2¥2 second feet of water has been running in each 
of the three ditches one day a week (Tr. 124). That 
since the deal with Frances he has used 2¥2 second feet of 
water with a charge of one second foot every week; that 
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he knows of no charge of Strawberry water against that 
diverted through the Collett ditch (Tr. 126). That before 
1936, the water in the canyon under the Clinton Irriga-
tion Company sy~tem was divided between the stock-
holders according to their respective rights (Tr. 127). 
That when he wanted water he would make his wants 
known to Bert Oberhansley who would order it through 
the water commissioner ( Tr. 128). That he has taken 
a second foot charge of McCarty decreed water through 
the Collett ditch (Tr. 130). That he did not order ~Ic­
Carty decreed water except in the Collett ditch. That 
prior to 1944 the water was taken whenever he wanted to 
and before the ditch was enlarged it was a continuous 
stream (Tr. 131). That the water he was using was his 
water, if not his he did not know to whom it belonged 
( Tr. 131). He turned the wate-r on and off the Collett 
ditch whenever he desired and no one was charged with 
the same ( Tr. 131). That Cliff J ex turned the water out 
of the Collett ditch in 1936 and he turned it back (Tr. 
132). That at one time Dave Warner turned the water 
out of the Winwird ditch and his father said he was 
sorry he would have to turn it back; that his father was 
prosecuted for taking water into the Mitchell ditch (Tr. 
133). That all he knows about it is what he was told; that 
in 1934 he bought all the water his father had with the 
land ('Tr. 134). 
James Hicks called as a witness by plaintiff testified 
that he was born in 1887; that he owned land adjoining 
the l\1itchell property; that there was ten acres of prop-
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erty in the Mitchell hon1estead and the Collett land 
watered before the Minnedoka ditch was constructed; 
five acres in the Collett piece and five acres in the Mit-
chell property and around 2 or 3 acres irrigated out of 
the Winwird ditch. That the Clinton Irrigation Company 
did not control the water used on the Winwird farm (Tr. 
144). That the Government required that the people 
in the canyon form a corporation before it would sell 
water (Tr. 145). That the Clinton Irrigation Company 
regulated the water in Spanisp. F'ork River among its 
stockholders after its organization ( Tr. 14 7). 
The Deed of conveyance from David A. Mitchell and 
Lola A. Mitchell, his wife, to E.rnest W. Mitchell shows 
that it was signed on March 2, 1932 and recorded No-
vember 18, 1935 (Tr. 149-150). 
Frost Mitchell, a brother of plaintiff testified that 
he was born in 1904 and lived on. the Mitchell property 
until 1934 (Tr. 151). That before the Minnedoka ditch 
was constructed some land north of the house was irri-
gated from the Collett ditch (Tr. 152). That 2 to 2lh 
second feet of water was taken through the Collett ditch 
(Tr. 153). 
On cross-examination, he testified that they turned 
on the water in the middle of April and kept it on until 
September 15th (Tr. 157). That there was between 2 
and 2lh second feet of water in the Collett ditch all the 
time (Tr. 157). That they used 750 acre feet of w'ater on 
10 to 12 acres; that about ~13 runs back into the river ( Tr. 
158). That he does not know how long it takes to saturate 
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the land, but it would probably take 24 hours (Tr. 159-
160). That no one interferred with the use of the water; 
that they could take it whenever they desired and do 
with it as they pleased ('Tr. 160). 
Raymond B. Farnsworth, an associate Professor of 
Agronomy and Soil at the B Y U testified on the duty of 
water (Tr. 164). That 85 to 90% will percolate out in 
24 hours (Tr. 170). That the land of Mitchell needs water 
every week ( Tr. 170). That the land requires 20 acre feet 
per annum (Tr. 180). That the most allowed by the A.C. 
College is 5 acre feet (Tr. 182 and 185). That no land 
ever used that much water ( Tr. 186). That he under-
stands that Strawberry project allows only 2 acre feet 
(Tr. 190). That he does not know that three acre feet per 
annum is the maximum allowed by the State Engineer 
( Tr. 190). That if 20 acre feet was allowed on land only 
about 1/10 of the land in Utah could be irrigated (Tr. 
191). That he thinks it takes an acre foot to irrigate an 
acre of the Mitchell land (Tr.193). 
William D. Jackson testified that he helped measure 
the land irrigated by Mitchell under the three ditches; 
that the area was 17.8 acres. On cross-·examination he 
testified that the Collett piece was 194 feet east and west 
and 930 feet long. The other piece which is part of the· 
pasture is 1100 feet long by 127 feet wide. The land east 
of the creek is 600 feet long by 255 feet wide (Tr. 203). 
It will be noted that the measurements testified to by Mr. 
Jackson gives an acreage of slightly more than 10 a<'I'<'S 
and nolt 17.8 acres. 
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The defendants offered the following evidence: 
\Vayne Frances testified that he had been Water 
Corrrmissioner since 19±1 and during the first part of 
19±1 he ·was a D·eputy Commissioner. He described gen-· 
erally the Spanish Fork River and the manner in which 
the system was operated ( Tr. 205-206). That one branch 
of Spanish Fork River known as Diamond Fork diverts 
the water from the Strawberry Resevoir; that when the 
water is released from the Reservoir through a tunnel 
constructed by the Federal Government, it flows down 
Diamond Fork and joins Spanish Fork River below 
where the lands of the plaintiff are situated (~r. 208). 
That the plaintiff's property and that irrigated by the 
Clinton Irrigation Company is south of Thistle and the 
water used to irrigate lands under the Clinton Irrigation 
Company is secured from Thistle Creek and its branches 
(Tr. 209). That there are some people on Thistle F:ork 
who are individual owners of a wate:r: right in Spanish 
Fork River and who do not belong to the Clinton Irriga-
tion Company ( Tr. 210). The water of the Spanish F'ork 
River has been adjudicated by a number of court decrees 
among which is the McCarty Decree, a copy .of which de-
cree was received in evidence as Defendant's Exhibit 1 
(Tr. 211). We have heretofore quoted in this Brief such 
portions of that Decree as we deem necessary to an 
understanding of this controversy. That since he has 
been Commissioner of Spanish Fork River he has fa-· 
miliarized hims·elf with the McCarty Decree and has 
distributed the water as therein provided; that in the 
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early spring during high water, that is when there is 
more than 344 second feet of water, there is ample water 
for everyone (Tr. 212). That as the water recedes, usu-
ally between the middle of May and last of June, below 
that flow, the water is distributed according to the Mc-
Carty Decree ; that he heard the testimony of Ernest 
Mitchell, the plaintiff, as to a purported conversation 
about delivering to him water; that the conversation was 
had in 1941 ('Tr. 213). That at the time the conversation 
was had with Ernest Mitchell, he was using water from 
the Collett ditch and the witness told Mitchell that he 
would either have to turn the water out of the Collett 
ditch or be charged with the water; that Mitchell ob-
jected, but it was finally agreed that Mitchell should 
take a second foot of water one day a week, preferably 
on Monday and the water so taken should be charged 
to his McCarty decreed water; that the second foot of 
water should supply his needs under Collett, Minnedoka 
and Winwird ditches; that he should use the second foot 
for 24 hours once a week (Tr. 215). That the practice 
was followed and Mitchell was charged with the water 
he used (Tr. 216). That he did not recall any conver-
sation where it was agreed that Mitchell was to receive 
2¥2 second feet in each of the three ditches and be charg-
ed with only one second foot and that no such an arrange-
ment was ever carried out (Tr. 216). That the Clinton 
Irrigation Company is given a credit for all the McCarty 
decreed water and Strawberry water to which its stock-
holders are entitled; that the Clinton Irrigation Company 
or its stockholders own something over 102 acres of see-
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ondary McCarty Decreed water, all of which is credited 
to the Clinton Irrigation Company (Tr. 217). That the 
Commissioner deals only with the Clinton Irrigation 
Company; that the various stockholders of the Clinton 
Irrigation Company make a request of the Secretary of 
the Clinton Irrigation Company for the desired amount 
of water and the Secretary of the company in turn makes 
the request of the Commissioner who in turn orders the 
required amount of water turned out of the reservoir 
and the requested amount of water is diverted into a. 
ditch under the Clinton Irrigation Company system which 
is designated in the order for water; that water must be 
ordered 24 hours before it is to be used so that the water 
from the Reservoir will have time to get down to water 
users below the mouth of the canyon to make up for the 
amount of water taken out at Thistle Creek; that under 
the regulations water is turned on or off at the gates 
controlling the reservoir only once daily (Tr. 218). That 
the Commissioner on the River is not concerned with the 
particular stockholders thereof who uses the water, but 
he does know the ditch that the water is turned into. 
That the Clinton Irrigation Company has several ditches; 
and if there are a number of water users who divert their 
water through one ditch, which is often so, the Commis-
sioner generally does not know, nor is he concerned with 
the particular stockholder of the Clinton Irrigation Com-
pany who is using the water; that it is necessary to know 
the ditch the water is being delivered into so that the 
same may be measured and a record kept thereof. That 
if only. one person is diverting water through a ditch, 
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of course the Commissioner then knows that the person 
thus owning the ditch is using the water being diverted 
through such ditch (Tr. 219). That during the time the 
witness has been water commissioner the water diverted 
through the Collett, Minnedoka and Winwird ditches has 
been handled the same as the water diverted through the 
other ditehes under the Clinton Irrigation Company's 
system; that the Clinton Irrigation Company and all 
other companies on the river send in a record at the close 
of e.ach month showing the amount of water they have 
consumed; that when they have consumed all of the 
water that they are entitled to they are notified that such 
is the fact, but since the witness has been water commis-
sioner sfuee 1941, there has not been a year when they 
have consumed all of the water to which they have been 
entitled; that there has not been a time since he has been 
water commiss1ioner when the· Clinton Irrigation Com-
pany has not been charged with all the water that has 
been diverted through the Collett, Minnedoka and Win-
wird ditches (Tr. 220). That since 1941 so far as he 
knows no objection has been made to the making of such 
charge, except that in 1941; that the Mitchell property is 
away from the road and the witness does not visit it, but 
the deputy commissioners do; that the Clinton Irrigation 
Company has never used up all of the water to which it 
is entitled; that some years the water not used has been 
very small and some years it has been substantial (Tr. 
221). That during stormy periods the Commissioner 
tries to get some one to use the water without charging 
them for the same; that some years that situation does 
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irrigation season, water is taken from the reservdir de-
pending on the season, but it is available frmn April to 
October; that the water from the reservoir is shut off 
during rainy periods which sometimes lasts from 4 to 10 
days (Tr. 222). 
On cross-examination he testified that Ernest Mit-
chell did not tell him of any water right he had other 
than the nieCarty decreed right and the Strawberry; 
that he knew Mitchell was using water through the Col-
lett, Winwird and Minnedoka ditches (Tr. 225). That a 
record is kept and filed with the State Engineer of the 
water used by the Clinton Irrigation Company, but not 
of the individual stockholders thereof; that Mitchell is 
charged with water drawn through the Collett ditch each 
year since 1941 (Tr. 227). That orders for water are 
made on slips, but some are made by phone; that there 
are records available as far back as 1936 of the orders 
made for water (Tr. 228); that in 1948 Mr. Mitchell was. 
taking water without having ordered it and he was order-
ed arrested; that he did not claim the right to the water 
he was taking (Tr. 229 to 231); that the Clinton Irriga-
tion Company has nothing to do with any water other 
than the McCarty and Strawberry water ( Tr. 232) ; that 
the Clinton Irrigation Company allocated water to the 
Collett, Minnedoka and Winwird ditches (Tr. 234); that 
he measured the water in plaintiff's ditches in 1941 and 
has a record of the measurements in his office; that the 
persons who were stockholders of the Clinton Irrigation 
Company at times turned the water they used on and off 
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(Tr. 234). That the responsibility of turning the water 
on when ordered was on the Clinton Irrigation Company, 
but in 1941 he usually turned it off ( Tr. 235). That the 
amount of Strawberry water that could be drawn varied 
from year to year (Tr. 237). That a record was not kept 
of the amount of water used by the individual stock-
holders of the Clinton Irrigation Company; that there is 
a primary right in the Winwird ditch but there is not a 
continuous flow through that ditch; that Mr. Sidney B. 
Elmer owns a primary right to water which is diverted 
I 
through the Minnedoka ditch, but he is not entitled to a 
continuous flow ('Tr. 239). That when Mr. Elmer is not 
using water out of the Winwird or Minnedoka ditch, it 
is not being used by Mr. Mitchell, but it runs back into 
the river (Tr. 240). That the demand for water below 
the mouth of Spanish Fork Canyon has not increased 
since 1941 ( Tr. 241). 
On redirect examination, Mr. Frances testified that 
he had some slips where water was ordered by the Clin-
ton Irrigation Cornpany to be delivered through the Col-
lett ditch (Tr. 243). He produced the slips consisting of 
15 in number and the same was marked as Plaintiff's 
Exhibit 2 and received in evidence (Tr. 244). 
Mr. Francis on redirect testified that he had the 
records that are required to be kept and were kept by the 
water commissioner. Some of such records were offered 
in evidence, but objected to because not verified (Tr. 
245). That the record was kept by 1\fr. J ex who was the 
Commissioner on Spanish Fork River preceding Mr. 
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Frances; that part of the inforn1ation contained in the 
record was acquired by l\fr. J ex and part by his assist-
ants. It \vas further objected that the record was hear-
say, and the objection was sustained (Tr. 247-248). That 
the Commissioner is required to make nine copies of the 
record (Tr. 2-±7). That he has records showing that water 
was charged against the Collett ditch every year since 
1936 except for the year 1933 (Tr. 248). Mr. Frances 
identified bound typewritten books marked "Annual 
Distribution Reports of the Spanish Fork Irrigation 
System" for the year 1937 marked on the bottom "Irriga-
tion Office Copy" signed by Mr. J ex, now in Colorado, 
who preeceded the witness as water Commissioner and 
the same was offered in evidence, but the trial court re-
jected the offer (Tr. 250-253). That when the ditch where 
water was to be delivered was not on the order, the in-
formation was secured from the deputy commissioner 
who knew in which ditch the water was delivered · ( Tr. 
254). 
Angus D. Taylor was called and testified for the de-
fendants as follows: That he was Depu'ty Water Commis-
sioner on Spanish Fork River during 1937, 38, 39 and 
40 (Tr. 256). That while Deputy Commissioner he went 
up into Spanish Fork Canyon nearly every day and 
checked the ditches, turned water into and out of the 
ditches and measured the water and received orders. for 
water from the Clinton Irrigation Company (Tr. 257). 
That at times he turned the water into the ditches where 
it was ordered and at times that was done by the water 
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user; that the water diverted through the Collett, \Vin-
wird and Minnedoka ditches was handled in that n1anner 
while he was Deputy Water Commissioner; that he re-
calls turning the water out of the Collett, Winwird and 
Minnedoka ditches, but not the exact date (Tr. 259-260); 
that he does not recall of there being any controversy 
with Ernest Mitchell as to when he should and when he 
should not have water delivered through his ditches 
(Tr. 260). That the witness made reports to Clifford Jex, 
the Water Commissioner, after he made his trips up in 
the canyon; that as Deputy Water Commissioner, he fur-
nished Mr. Jex the information contained in page 61 
of Exhibit 3 the information as to water delivered 
through the Collett ditch in 1937 (Tr. 261). The trial 
court sustained the objection to the offer of page 61 of 
Exhibit 3 (Tr. 263). Defendants offered to show the 
same facts as to the reports for 1938, 1939 and 1940, 
but the Court sustained objection to the admission (Tr. 
264). 
Burgess Larsen called as a witness for defendants: 
He testified that he was Deputy Water' Commissioner 
in 1935 on Spanish Fork River (Tr. 266); that he meas-
ured the water in the Collett, Minnedoka and Winwird 
ditches (Tr. 267). That he turned water in and out of 
the ditches err. 267). That Mitchell did not object; that 
he turned all of the water out of the Mitchell ditch; that 
Ole Anderson was then the representative of the Clinton 
Irrigation Company during that year (Tr. 268). 
Victor P. Sabin testified on behalf of defendants 
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that he was Deputy Water Commissioner during the 
years 1946, 19±7, 1948 and 1949 (Tr. 269). That water 
was turned out of the Mitchell ditch into the Rock Hol-
low and off the Mitchell property (Tr. 271), into Benny 
Creek. That he turned the water out of the Collett ditch 
several times (Tr. 271). l\lr. Mitchell did not object to 
turning water out of his ditches, but he did say that he 
thought he should have a prior right because Mr. Elmer 
had a prior right ( Tr. 272). He remembers of being 
up in the canyon with L. P. Thomas and meeting Ernest 
Mitchell who had just turned $-e water out of the Collett 
ditch and it was running in the Winwird ditch. That he 
had a talk with :Mitchell about the water in which Mitchell 
told L. P. Thomas that he had merely failed to order the 
water; that Mitchell consented to take a charge of one 
second foot for 24 hours (Tr. 273). That the Mitchell 
spring flows from 2 to about 4 second feet (Tr. 274). 
That he has no record of any water running in the 
pasture for the Mitchell cattle; that no water was auth-
orized for cattle ('Tr. 275). That he shut off water run-
ning into the Mitchell pasture (Tr. 276). That the water 
was turned on and off by Commissioner from the Mitchell 
ditch. That the only place he claimed a prior right was 
on the Minnedoka and Winwird ditches (Tr. 278). That 
before 1948 it was hard to get more than a second foot 
through the Collett ditch (Tr. 281). Bert Oberhansley 
took orders for water for the three years 1946, 1947 and 
1948 (Tr. 282). That the Clinton Irrigation Company 
was given credit for all of the water of its stockholders 
and the company ordered the same ( Tr. 284). 
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Willis Hill was called by the defendants and testi-
fied: That he '.vas Deputy Commissione::- on S1~::.nL;h :Yo~:~ 
River for one year of 1944 (Tr. 286). That he saw that 
the water was in the ditches when it should be (Tr. 287). 
That the Mitchell ditch was used by Poulsen; that the 
Minnedoka and Winwird ditches were used by Elmer 
(Tr. 287). That Mitchell watered one day a week out of 
the Collett ditch (Tr. 288). That he was to have one 
second foot; Mitchell turned it off and charges made for 
same (Tr. 288). No claim made for water without charge 
(Tr. 289). At times water was not being used through 
the Mitchell ditch; that Mitchell was charged for water 
taken through the Winwird, Collett and Minnedoka 
ditches (Tr. 291); that Mitchell never made any claim 
for any water for his cattle (Tr. 293). 
David Warner was called as a witness for defend-
ants. He testified that he was Commissioner in 1934; that 
he knew the location of the three ditches (Tr. 294). That 
1934 was very dry and the only water available was 
Strawberry water and McCarty decreed water (Tr. 295). 
That he recalled turning the water off early in May (Tr. 
296). That ail water was turned out of the Mitchell ditch 
several times ; that water was not running through ditches 
continuously (Tr. 297). That he went up to the Mitchell 
ditch and turned off the water probably as late a:-; the 
last of August (Tr. 299). 
Orla Stewart was called as a witness by defendants. 
He testified that he was water Commissioner in 1 !lt2 and 
1945 (Tr. 300). That he visited the ditches on the 1\fit-
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chell property nearly every day in 1942. That he either 
turned or saw the water was turned off and on (Tr. 301). 
That he had an arrangement with l\fitchell that he would 
turn it on and off and he checked to see that it was done 
(Tr. 302). That he had a second foot of water in each 
ditch. Charges were made against Mitchell the same as 
other water users; that no objection was made by Mit-
chell to the charges (Tr. 303). Mitchell never made a 
claim for a continuous stream (Tr. 303). That water 
was not in the three ditches all the time (Tr. 305). That 
he did not remove the dam from the river, but cut the 
water back into the river (Tr. 305-306). That he checked 
the Collett ditch and water was turned out (Tr. 306). 
That Mitchell was charged with six hours on each turn 
on each ditch (Tr. 306). 
L. P. Thomas was called as a witness by defendants. 
He testified that he has been familiar with the water 
system on Spanish Fork River since 1902 (Tr. 307). That 
he has been on the central committee representing the 
water users who divert water into the Mill Race since 
1926 (Tr. 308). That he is familiar with the Mitchell 
property and ditches thereon (Tr. 308). That in July 
1948 he met Ernest Mitchell just as he turned water off 
the Collett land (Tr. 309). That Mitchell said he didn't 
get through and was using the water on a Wednesday 
(Tr. 309). Mr. Mitchell agreed that he should be charged 
with the water he had used; that Mitchell agreed to leave 
the water alone (Tr. 310). That he was with Clifford J ex 
up on the Mitchell ditch several times; that in about 1937 
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that a little water was running in the J\tlitchell ditch and 
it was shut off dry (Tr. 311). That the other times he 
was up the canyon with 11r. J ex water was not running 
in the Mitchell ditch; that he is familiar with the reason-
able rental value of water on Spanish Fork River anJ 
that the reasonable rental value of such water is two dol-
lars per acre foot (Tr. 212-213). That he is familiar with 
the Collett, Winwird and Minnedoka ditches; that one 
time he was there it was dry (Tr. 316). That the witness 
never heard of the Mitchell's claiming any water other 
than the Strawberry and McCarty water until about a 
month ago (Tr. 318). That no such claim was made by 
Ernest Mitchell at the time he had a talk with him about 
taking the water out of turn and he agreed to leave tLe 
water alone. That the United States Reclamation Service 
will not permit one to purchase more than two acre feet 
of water per acre, except under special circumstances 
(Tr. 318). 
The Articles of Incorporation of the Clinton Irriga-
tion Company were offered and received in evidence (Tr. 
328-339). We shall hereafter in this Brief set out such 
parts of the articles as we deem necessary to be consider-
ed in this proceding. 
Lorin W. Jones was called as a witness by the de-
fendants and testified as follows: 
That he was the Commissioner of Spanish Fork 
River from 1923 to 1928 inclusive; that as such Conunis-
sioner it was his duty to measure and distribute the 
waters decreed to the various canals on Spanish Fork 
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River, together with the Strawberry water (Tr. 341). 
That D. ~-\.. ~Iitchell and John Oberhansley, officers of 
the Clinton Irrigation Company divided the water among 
the stockholders of the Clinton Irrigation Company. That 
when the river receded to a point where the canyon water 
users were to get one or two per cent plus their primary 
rights, he would go up in the canyon and inform the 
users that they would have to draw on their Strawberry 
water for the river water they were using; that Dave 
Mitchell was designated to sign orders for Strawberry 
water (Tr. 242). That he kept a daily record or a diary 
of the measurements of the water being used by the 
various water users, but in moving about four or five 
times, his records have been lost (Tr. 243). That he 
measured each ditch under the Clinton Irrigation Com-
pany's system about twice a month, and a report was 
made of the amount of water drawn during the season 
and by that method it could be determined whether or 
not the canyon people were drawing more water than 
they were entitled to use; that was the system followed 
during the entire time he was Commissioner (Tr. 344). 
That they drew more water than they were entitled to 
draw (Tr. 345). That he, from time to time, took meas-
urements of the water taken out of the Collett, Winwird, 
Minnedoka and Mitchell ditches; that except for a strip 
of land irrigated from the Minnedoka ditch, the water 
diverted to the Mitchell lands was charged to the Clinton 
Irrigation Company, the same as the other water of its 
stockholders (Tr. 347). That the Minnedoka and Win-
wird ditches had other water rights; that there was not 
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always water running in the ditches that supplied water 
to the Mitchell lands (Tr. 348). 
On cross-examination, he testified: That it was left 
up to the stockholders of the Clinton Irrigation Company 
to distribute the water allotted to them; that when water 
was being used in the Mitchell ditches he assumed that 
it was McCarty decreed or Strawberry rights; that many 
times water would be running in the ditches and back into 
the river ('Tr. 350). That the people in the canyon used 
more water than was decreed to them and purchased from 
the Government but he didn't know how much more, but 
thought it would be more than one hundred acre feet (Tr. 
351). That many times during the irrigation season 
the amount of water turned in from the Strawberry 
project would exceed the amo-qnt ordered and the canyon 
people would be credited with their share of the surplus 
('Tr. 352). That condition existed generally while he was 
Commissioner; that the fact that more water was turned 
in than was ordered would account for most, but not for 
all, of the excess water that was received by the canyon 
water users ('Tr. 353). 
Roy Creer was called as a witness by defendants and 
testified that he became a member of the central commit-
tee in 1933; that he has visited the Mitchell lands the 
first time being in 1933 (Tr. 357). That he has been to 
the Winwird, Minnedoka and Mitchell ditches, but not 
the Collett ditch. That in 1933 when he visited the ditches 
there was no water in them (Tr. 358). That he has been 
to the Mitchell ditch three times when there was a little 
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water but it was shut off. That he does not remember 
seeing the ''"inwird ditch until '41 or '42; that he had seen 
water in the niinnedoka, but not in the Winwird ditch 
(Tr. 359). That he, ilir. Sabin and ~Ieasom had a talk 
with ~Ir. iliitehell when he had some water out and when 
asked why he was using water he said that he had ordered 
it (Tr. 360). That Ernest ~:fitchell made no claim that 
he had the right to a continuous flow through any of 
the ditches (Tr. 362). That in July 1947 he was on the 
Mitchell property; that there was water in the Winwird 
ditch but it was being diverted back into the river; that 
there was no water in the Minnedoka ditch (Tr. 364). 
Wayne Francis was recalled by defendants and fur-
ther testified: That he never heard of anyone claiming 
a so-called Collett right until he came to Court at this 
hearing; that he prepares a schedule for making assess-
ments of the various water users; that each year after the 
water is all delivered, he tabulates all the water that has 
been delivered during the year. This assesssment roll 
is sent to the 'State Engineer. That during the time he 
has been Water Commissioner, there has never been any 
schedule as a basis for an assessment against Ernest Mit-
chell, the plaintiff in this action, except that a schedule 
was made against him for water delivered after he re-
ceived the court order (Tr. 372). That the water de-
livered to the stockholders of the Clinton Irrigation Com-
pany had been assessed to that Company (Tr. 373). That 
is true of the other corporations that no attempt is made 
to assess the individual stockholders or water users in 
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any company; that the individual owners of a water right 
not in a corporation are separately assessed. That the 
amount of water consumed by the water user is furnished 
by the Commissioner to the State Engineer and the State 
Engineer fixes the assessments. That there is no reason 
why a water user may not have a small stream of water 
for his livestock if he so desires and consents to have the 
same charged against the amount of water to which he is 
entitled (Tr. 374). That the weir measurements men-
tioned in the MeCarty decree have been converted into 
second feet so that the quantity of water can be more 
readily determined ( Tr. 375). This was done in the Dun-
ford Decree. That all of the water used by the water 
users is recorded, even though there is enough water for 
everyone (Tr. 376-377-379). That when the flow of the 
river is between 344 and 253 second feet, the canyon 
people are entitled to two per cent of the flow of the 
river and when it falls to 253 second feet, they are en-
titled to one per cent (Tr. 380). When the flow reaches 
118 second feet, the canyon people are cut off as to the 
McCarty water; that the canyon people have 172 acres to 
which water is awarded by the McCarty Decree, of which 
amount the Clinton Irrigation Company has 102 acres 
( Tr. 381). There are some people in the· canyon such as 
Mr. Elmer who has the same rights as the people in the 
valley (Tr. 382). 
On cross examination, he testified that Ernest :Mit-
chell and David Mitchell, his predecessor are not charged 
personally with the water they receive, but the same is 
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charged to the Clinton Irrigation Company the same as 
the other stockholders (Tr. 383). That Mr. Oberhansley 
took care of the amount of water that each stockholder 
used (Tr. 384). That a record is kept of the amount 
of water delivered to the Clinton Irrigation Company 
and a monthly statement of the amount of water used is 
sent to Mr. Oberhansley (Tr. 385). That when the people 
down in the valley don't need the water, the people in the 
canyon are permitted to use it so they may get more than 
the two per cent allowed in the McCarty Decree (Tr. 
386). That in 194 7 the river receded on May 22nd to a 
point where it was necessary to regulate the river and on 
June 27th the river fell below 118 second feet (Tr. 387). 
That between May 22 and 24, 1947, the Clinton Irrigation 
Company was entitled to 13.4 acre feet of McCarty de-
creed water and between May 24 and June 27, 19·47 to 
481.7 acre feet (Tr. 389). That Mitchell took the water 
ordered by Judge Nelson a day or two after July 15th 
when the order was issued, and there was need for water 
in the valley until October 8th or 9th (Tr. 396). 
Elmer A. Jacob was called as a witness and testified 
for the defendants: That he has been a civil engineer 
for about 44 years. That he is a graduate from the lJni-
versity of Wisconsin in hydraulics, structural. That from 
1914 to 1919 he was resident engineer on the Sevier Proj-
ect at Lynndyl, a company that was irrigating about 
twenty thousand acres between Livingston and Oak City 
on the Lynndyl bench. That from 1920 he had charge of 
Jacob Ranch Company of 600 acres west of Lehi; from 
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1921 to 1930 he was irrigation engineer for Provo Reser-
voir and Water Users Company, Utah Lake Irrigation 
Company, ·Goshen Valley Irrigation Company. That h~ 
has been retained as consultant in irrigation by several 
other companies ('Tr. 398). That he has recently visitP.d 
the Mitchell property in Spanish Fork Canyon and took 
a number of samples of the soil from that property (l,r. 
399-403). That in his opinion the duty of water on the 
Mitchell property was about one second foot to 60 acres 
of land; that during the summer there should probably 
be a second foot for 50 acres (Tr. 403-404). 
Thomas H. Lattimer was called as a witness by the 
defendants and after qualifying as an expert he placed 
the duty of water on the Mitchell property at 3 acre feet 
per annum (Tr. 426) and that there would probably be a 
loss of 25 to 30 per cent in the ditches (Tr. 426). He also 
measured the area of the Mitchell land irrigated by the 
Collett, Minnedoka and Winwird ditches at 9.50 acres 
(Tr. 420-421). 
Mr. Farnsworth was called in rebuttal and testified 
that some of the samples of soil taken by Jacob and Latti-
mer were a clay loam and others were sandy ( Tr. 438-
439). 
Sidney Elmer was called by plaintiff in rebuttal and 
testified that he owns property joining that of plaintiff. 
That there is a stream of water in the Winwird ditch all 
the time; that water runs through the l\finnedoka ditch 
for about a half mile and then back into Thistle Cr<>Pk 
(Tr. 445). 
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On cross-examination, he testified that the water 
runs short distance through the \Vinwird ditch and then 
back into the river. That practice is followed because of 
the difficulty of taking out and putting in a dam in the 
river (Tr. 4±5). 
The trial court took under advisement the above 
cause until after the Jackson case was decided by thi.:;. 
court, and then by a Memorandum Decision awarded 
plaintiff 2lf2 second feet 12 hours each week to be diverted 
through the Winwird, Minnedoka andjor Collett ditches. 
The basis for the award was that plaintiff and his pre-
decessor had acquired such right by adverse use. In light 
of the fact that plaintiff had secured an order to use 7lj2 
second feet for 2± hours per week and had been diverting 
such water since the action was commenced, the defend-
ants sought to have the court determine the amount of 
water used by the plaintiff in excess of that to which the 
court found him entitled to. Evidence was offered touch-
ing that question from which it appears that plaintiff 
had used, during 1949 when water was needed by the de-
fendants, 148.8 acre feet, (Tr. 448), and in 1950 193.4 
acre feet. It will be noted that the plaintiff claimed the 
right to use and actually used 6 times as much water dur-
ing the time the order of Judge Nelson remained in effect 
as the Court determined he was entitled to use. 
In the foregoing summary of the evidence, we have 
not attempted to include all of the evidence. In the course 
of our argument, we shall, as far as possible, confine our-
selves to a summary of the evidence touching each point 
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raised, and by a reference to any additional evidence 
which is believed to shed light on the questions which wr 
seek to have the court review. We shall attempt to avo~d 
unduly repeating what we have said in the foregoing 
Statement of the Case. 
S:PECIFICATION OF POINTS RELIED UPON 
FOR A REVERSAL OF THE JUDGMENT 
APPEALED F'ROM 
The errors upon which the appellants rely for the 
reversal of the Judgment appealed from are: 
POINT ONE 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN REFUSING TO DISMISS 
OR ABATE THIS ACTION BECAUSE THERE WERE OTHER 
SUITS PENDING IN WHICH THE PARTIES TO THIS SUIT 
WERE PARTIES, AND THE SUBJECT MATTER WAS THE 
SAME AND THE RELIEF SOUGHT IS THE SAME (R. 13-14 
and 508) 
POIN·T TWO 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN FINDING THAT IT IS 
TRUE THAT DURING ALL OF SAID TIME (SINCE AND 
BEFORE THE YEAR 1899) THE PLAINTIFF AND HIS PRE-
DECESSORS IN INTEREST AND IN TITLE HAVE USED 
THROUGH THE COLLETT DITCH, THE MINNEDOKA 
DITCH AND THE WINWIRD DITCH IN ADDITION TO THE 
McCARTY DECREE WATER AND THE STRAWBERRY 
PROJECT WATER ABOVE MENTIONED, 2¥2 CUBIC FEET 
PER SECOND OF THE WATERS OF THISTLE CREEK, 
ONCE IN EVERY WEEK, GENERALLY ON MONDAYS, FOR 
A PERIOD OF 24 HOURS THROUGHOUT THE IRRIGATION 
SEASON FOR THE IRRIGATION OF TRACTS NO. 1, NO. 
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2, AND NO. 3 ABOVE MENTIONED, AND THAT SUCH 
USE HAS BEEN OPEN, NOTORIOUS, UNINTERRUPTED 
AND UNDER CLAIM OF RIGHT ON THE PART OF THE 
PLAINTIFF AND ADVERSE TO THE RIGHTS OF THE 
DEFENDANT CORPORATION AND OF SPANISH FORK 
CITY. (R. 506) 
POINT THREE 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN FINDING THAT THE 
PLAINTIFF HAS USED A CONTINUOUS FLOW THROUGH 
THE WINWIRD DITCH FOR STOCKWATERING AND TO 
SUPPLY HIS WELL WITH UNDERGROUND WATER FOR 
CULINARY PURPOSES AND THAT SUCH USE HAS BEEN 
OPEN, NOTORIOUS, UNINTERRUPTED, UNDER CLAIM OF 
RIGHT ON THE PART OF THE PLAINTIFF AND HIS PRE-
DECESSORS IN INTEREST AND IN TITLE AND ADVERSE 
TO THE RIGHTS OF THE DEFENDANT CORPORATION 
AND OF SPANISH FORK CITY. (R. 5'06) 
POINT FOUR 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN FINDING THAT THE 
PLAINTIFF AND HIS PREDECESSORS IN INTEREST AND 
IN TITLE BECAME, BEFORE THE YEAR 1934, AND EVER 
SINCE THEN THE PLAINTIFF AND HIS PREDECESSORS 
IN INTEREST HAVE BEEN, AND THE PLAINTIFF AT THE 
TIME OF THE COMMENCEMENT OF THIS ACTION AND 
AT THE TIME OF THE TRIAL THEREOF, WAS THE 
OWNER OF THE RIGHT TO THE USE OF 2% CUBIC FEET 
PER SECOND OF THE WATERS OF THISTLE CREEK, 
OVER AND ABOVE HIS RIGHTS THEREON WHICH ARE 
HEREIN REFERRED TO AS STRAWBERRY PROJECT AND 
McCARTY DECREE RIGHTS TO BE USED THROUGH THE 
COLLETT DITCH, THE MINNEDOKA DITCH AND THE 
WINWIRD DITCH FOR A PERIOD OF TWELVE CONSECU-
TIVE HOURS EACH WEEK (R. 507). 
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POINT FIVE 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN FINDING THAT THE 
PLAINTIFF IS ENTITLED TO A CONTINUOUS FLOW OR 
STREAM THROUGH THE WINWIRD DITCH AND BACK 
INTO THISTLE CREEK FOR STOCKWATERING PUR-
POSES AND TO SUPPLY PLAINTIFF'S WELL WITH 
UNDERGROUND WATER FOR CULINARY PURPOSES. (R. 
507) 
POINT SIX 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN MAKING A CONCLU-
SION OF LAW THAT THE PLAINTIFF IS THE OWNER, 
AND EVER SINCE THE YEAR 1934 AND BEFORE, HE 
AND HIS PREDECESSORS IN INTEREST AND IN TITLE 
HAVE BEEN THE OWNERS OF THE RIGHT TO THE USE 
OF TWO AND ONE-HALF (2%) CUBIC FEET PER SECOND 
OF THE WATERS OF THISTLE CREEK IN UTAH COUNTY, 
UTAH, FOR A CONTINUOUS PERIOD OF TWELVE HOURS, 
ONCE EACH WEEK DURING THE IRRIGATION SEASON 
FROM APRIL 1ST TO OCTOBER 1ST EACH YEAR. (R. 509) 
POINT SEVEN 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN MAKING ITS CON-
CLUSION OF LAW THAT THE PLAINTIFF IS ENTITLED 
TO A CONTINUOUS FLOW THROUGH THE WINWIRD 
DITCH AND BACK INTO THISTLE CREEK FOR STOCK-
WATERING PURPOSES TO SUPPLY PLAINTIFF'S WELL 
WITH UNDERGROUND WATER FOR CULINARY PUR-
POSES. (R. 509) 
POINT EIGHT 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN MAKING A CONCLU-
SION OF LAW THAT PLAINTIFF IS ENTITLED TO HIS 
COSTS AND IN ENTERING JUDGMENT ACCORDINGLY. 
(R. 509 and 513) 
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POINT NINE 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN DENYING DAMAGES 
TO THE DEFENDANTS FOR THE WATER WHICH PLAIN-
TIFF USED AND IN FAILING TO RENDER JUDGMENT 
IN FAVOR OF DEFENDANTS FOR SUCH DAMAGES. (R. 
509) 
POINT TEN 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN RENDERING JUDG-
MENT IN FAVOR OF THE PLAINTIFF AWARDING TO 
HIM THE RIGHT TO THE USE OF 2% CUBIC FEET PER 
SECOND OF THE WATERS OF THISTLE CREEK AND 
LIKEWISE TO HAVE A CONTINUOUS FLOW OF WATER 
COURSED THROUGH THE WINWIRD DITCH. (R. 512) 
ARGUMENT 
While we have attacked the judgment and decree ap-
pealed from under a number of headings, the matters con-
cerning which we complain may be reduced to three, 
which may be said to be fundamental errors. They are: 
1. The trial court should have refused to try this 
case. 
2. The court erred in making Findings of Fact, and 
Conclusions of Law to the effect that plaintiff is entitled 
to any water other than that provided for in the McCarty 
Decree and that purchased from the Federal Government, 
and in awarding to the plaintiff any water, or any cost~. 
3. The court erred in refusing to award defendants 
damages for the -water which--theplaintiff used andto 
which he was not entitled, and for costs. 
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We shall, as far as possible, confine our argument 
to these questions without unnecessary repetition. 
POINT ONE 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN REFUSING TO DISMISS 
OR ABATE THIS ACTION BECAUSE THERE WERE OTHER 
SUITS PENDING IN WHICH THE PARTIES TO THIS SUIT 
WERE PARTIES, AND THE SUBJECT MATTER WAS THE 
SAME AND THE RELIEF SOUGHT IS THE SAME (R. 13-14 
and 508) 
In their answer and counterclaim the defendants, in 
effect, allege (R. 13-14) and in its Findings of Fact the 
Court found (R. 508) 
"that there is an action pending in this court, the 
same being No. 10,429 in which Spanish Fork 
West ~ield Company et al are plaintiffs and the 
plaintiff herein and others are defendants and 
that there is a case pending in the District Court 
of Salt Lake County, State of Utah, being No. 
57298 entitled Salt Lake City et al v. Anderson 
et al, in which plaintiffs seek a general adjudica-
tion of all of the waters of the Utah Lake Drain-
age area, including the waters of Th1st1r Creek 
... that this court is not without authority lJy 
reason of the pendency of said actions ... to hear 
and determine the issues in this present action." 
(R. 508). 
No mention is made in either the Conclusions of Law, 
nor in the Decree and· Judgment as to the legal effect 
of the two actions so pending. 
We are mindful that independent of our statute 
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the facts alleged and found by the court below may not 
have precluded the trial court from proceeding to try 
this cause. However, as we understand the recent pro-
nouncement of this court in the case of Watson, State 
Engineer v. District Court of First Judicial District, in 
and for Cache County, et al., 109 Utah 20, 163 Pac. (2d) 
322, a final adjudication of the rights of some of the par-
ties to the waters of a source of supply. may not be had 
where there is pending an action for a general adjudica-
tion of the rights to the use of such waters. 
In the case just mentioned, an action between sorne 
of the claimants to the use of the waters of Little Bear 
River was converted into a general adjudication suit as 
by our statutory laws provided. In the course of its opin-
ion, this court, quoting with approval from the case of 
Smith v. District Court of Second Judicial District in and 
for Morgan County, et al, 69 Utah 493; 256 Pac. 539, 541, 
stated: 
"One of the purposes of the (general adjudi-
cation) statute was to prevent piecemeal litigation 
in the determination of water rights and deter-
mine them all in one action. Such is the only ef-
fectual method of determining them in order to 
prevent a multiplicity of actions in which the same 
party is often times compelled to try his rights 
over and over again until all persons claiming 
rights are made parties to the action." 
If the, purpose thus sought to be accomplished by 
the general adjudication statute are to be made effective, 
it necessarily follows that where an action is pending 
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for a general adjudication, some of the parties may not 
go into some courts other than that where the general 
adjudication suit is pending and there force one of the 
parties to the general adjudication suit to defend an ac-
tion brought by one or more of the parties to the general 
adjudication suit as to a portion of the water rights in-
volved in the general adjudication suit. 
In the case of Watson v. District Court, supra, a 
so-called private suit was converted into a general ad-
judication suit. However that fact should not be of cm:.-
trolling importance. Indeed, if one of the parties to a 
general adjudication suit may go into another court and 
bring another suit against one or more of the parties 
to the general adjudication suit to again defend his water 
rights, the evils above mentioned sought to be avoided 
by the general adjudication suit will be magnified many 
fold. Instead of one court having the exclusive jurisdic-
tion of the subject matter of litigation, numerous courts 
may have jurisdiction of a part of the subject matter, 
and only some of the parties, resulting in numerous suits 
and possibly, if not probably, numerous conflicting de-
crees. It is to avoid such results as stated by this court 
in the cases heretofore cited, that the general adjudica-
tion statute was enacted. 
We are mindful, as stated by Justice Wolfe in his 
concurring opinion that one who claims his rights as 
being invaded should not be compelled to wait until the 
general adjudication suit is disposed of before he can 
'be awarded relief. We can conceive of no valid reason 
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why one may not apply for and be awarded relief by the 
court where the general adjudication suit is pending and 
thus avoid the evils of their being a multiplicity of suits 
being entertained and tried by a multiplicity of courts. 
Orderly procedure does not continence various suits in 
various courts for the accomplishment of one end in the 
determination of the rights to the use of the water in a 
given source of supply. 
POINT TWO 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN FINDING THAT IT IS 
TRUE THAT DURING ALL OF SAID TIME (SINCE AND 
BEFORE THE YEAR 1899) THE PLAINTIFF AND HIS PRE-
DECESSORS IN INTEREST AND IN TITLE HAVE USED 
THROUGH THE COLLETT DITCH, THE MINNEDOKA 
DITCH AND THE WINWIRD DITCH IN ADDITION TO THE 
McCARTY DECREE WATER AND THE STRAWBERRY 
PROJECT WATER ABOVE MENTIONED, 2% CUBIC FEET 
PER SECOND OF THE WATERS OF THISTLE CREEK. 
ONCE IN EVERY WEEK, GENERALLY ON MONDAYS, FOR 
A PERIOD OF 24 HOURS THROUGHOUT THE IRRIGATION 
SEASON FOR THE IRRIGTAION OF TRACTS NO. 1, NO. 
2, AND NO. 3 ABOVE MENTIONED, AND THAT SUCH 
USE HAS BEEN OPEN, NOTORIOUS, UNINTERRUPTED 
AND UNDER CLAIM OF RIGHT ON THE PART OF THE 
PLAINTIFF AND ADVERSE TO THE RIGHTS OF THE 
DEFENDANT CORPORATION AND OF SPANISH FORK 
CITY. (R. 506) 
POINT FOUR 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN FINDING THAT THE 
PLAINTIFF AND HIS PREDECESSORS IN INTEREST AND 
IN TITLE BECAME, BEFORE THE YEAR 1934, AND EVER 
SINCE THEN THE PLAINTIFF AND HIS PREDECESSORS 
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IN INTEREST HAVE BEEN, AND THE PLAINTIFF AT THE 
TIME OF THE COMMENCEMENT OF THIS ACTION AND 
AT THE TIME OF THE TRIAL THEREOF, WAS THE 
OWNER OF THE RIGHT TO THE USE OF 2% CUBIC FEET 
PER SECOND OF THE WATERS OF THISTLE CREEK, 
OVER AND ABOVE HIS RIGHTS THEREON WHICH ARE 
HEREIN REFERRED TO AS STRAWBERRY PROJECT AND 
McCARTY DECREE RIGHTS TO BE USED THROUGH THE 
COLLETT DITCH, THE MINNEDOKA DITCH AND THE 
WINWIRD DITCH FOR A PERIOD OF TWELVE CONSECU-
TIVE HOURS EACH WEEK. 
POINT SIX 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN MAKING A CONCLU-
SION OF LAW THAT THE PLAINTIFF IS THE OWNER, 
AND EVER SINCE THE YEAR 1934 AND BEFORE, HE 
AND HIS PREDECESSORS IN INTEREST AND IN TITLE 
HAVE BEEN THE OWNERS OF THE RIGHT TO THE USE 
OF TWO AND ONE-HALF (2%) CUBIC FEET PER SECOND 
OF THE WATERS OF THISTLE CREEK IN UTAH COUNTY, 
UTAH, FOR A CONTINUOUS PERIOD OF TWELVE HOURS, 
ONCE EACH WEEK DURING THE IRRIGAT~ON SEASON 
FROM APRIL 1ST TO OCTOBER 1ST EACH YEAR. (R. 509) 
POIN·T EIGHT 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN MAKING A CONCLU-
SION OF LAW THAT PLAINTIFF IS ENTITLED TO HIS 
COSTS AND IN ENTERING JUDGMENT ACCORDINGLY. 
(R. 509 and 513) 
The particular part of the Finding attacked under 
Point Two is that part thereof where it is in effect found 
that the plaintiff and his predecessors in interest have 
since and before 1899 openly, notoriously, uninterrupted-
ly and under claim of right, used every week, generally 
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on ~Ion days, 21;2 cubic feet of the waters of Thistle Creek. 
Substantially the same question is raised by Point Four, 
Point Six and Point Eight. An argument which goes to 
one of these attacks upon the Judgment and Decree ap-
pealed from applies to all of them, and therefore to avoid 
needless repetition, we shall argue all of them together. 
We direct the attention of the court to the evidence. 
touching the claimed right of the plaintiff to the use of 
the 2lf2 cubic feet per second here in controversy. David 
A. Mitchell, the father of the plaintiff, purchased a tract 
of land from a Caroline Collett in 1903 (Exhibit A, Tr. 
9). The deed is dated April 3, 1903. The land purchased 
from Mrs. Collett was irrigated through the Collett Ditch 
(Tr. 11). That about 5 or 6 acres of the land purchased 
from Mrs. Collett was irrigated at and before he pur-
chased the same (Tr. 23 and 32). That the people in the 
Canyon formed a corporation in which the exact amount 
of water that each of the incorporators owned was fixed 
(R. 37). That the only water right he ever claimed was 
the McCarty decree water right, the Collett water right 
and the Strawberry water that he purchased (Tr. 38). 
That he purchased 112 acre feet of Strawberry water 
(R. 40). That the 6th name on the Articles of Incorpo-
ration of Clinton Irrigation Company is the signature 
of the witness (R. 44). James Hicks testified that the 
United 'States Government required that the people who 
diverted water in S.panish Fork Canyon who desired 
to purchase water from the United States, form a cor-
poration before the Government would sell water to them. 
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The Articles of Incorporation of the Clinton Irriga-
tion Company marked as File No. 854, filed February 
23, 1917 were received in evidence (R. 328). Such articles 
among other matters provide: 
"Article Three 
"That the purpose and objects for which this 
corporation is formed and created, and the busi-
ness to be engaged in is to take over the control, 
management, supervision and distribution of the 
waters owned by and the rights of the stockhold-
ers in and to the waters of Spanish Fork River 
in Utah County, State of Utah and also the right 
to operate, manage, and control all of the right, 
title and interest of the stockholders in and to the 
waters of the Strawberry Reservoir in Wasatch 
County, Utah for domestic and irrigation pur-
poses, together with the dams, gates, ditches and 
canals or other means of controlling, measuring 
and distribution of the same, and also to operate, 
manage and control· all of the right, title and in-
terest of the stockholders in and to what is known 
as the Strawberry Valley Project, which has been 
constructed by the United States of America. 
"Article Five 
"The amount of capital stock of this corpora-
tion shall be FIVE THOUSAND THREE HUN-
DRED AND THIRTY DOLLARS. ($5330.00), 
divided into three classes of stock to Lc 1~novdl 
as Strawberry, Primary and Ditch shares. There 
shall be One Thousand (1000) f;hares of Strnw-
berry stock of the par value of Two Dollar~ and 
Fifty cents ($2.50) per share, there shall be r'ive 
Hundred Thirty-two (532) shares of Primary 
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stock of the par value of Two Dollar~ and Fifty 
Cents ($:2.50) per share, and there shall be Twelve 
Hundred (1200) Ditrh shares of the par value 
of One Dollar and '1\venty-fiYe cents ($1.25) per 
share. A Strawberry share shall represent one 
acre foot of water per annum, as purchased fron1 
the United States of A1nerica under what is lmown 
as the Strawberry Project, a Primary share shall 
represent one acre of water right as decreed under 
what is known as the J\tlcCarty or Blanket decree 
which was entered in the District Court of the 
Fourth Judicial District of the State of Utah in 
and for Utah County, 'State of Utah in 1899, 
and a Ditch share shall represent the right, by 
virtue of use and appropriation of the flood 
waters of Spanish Fork River with which to irri-
gate one acre of land." (Tr. 330). 
"Article Seven 
"The names of the parties to this agreement 
of incorporation, together with their post office 
addresses and places of residence and the number 
and class of stock actually subscribed for each are 
as follows, to-wit: 
No. No. No. 
Residence and Shares Shares Shares 
Name Address Strawberry Primary Ditch 
D. A. Mitchell Clinton, Utah 55 90 110 
"Article Eighteen 
"The Board of Directors shall annually ap-
point a watermaster who shall attend to the dis-
tribution of the water, cleaning out of the ditches 
and such other duties as may be imposed by the 
Board of Direcors. 
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"Article Twenty 
"This corporation does hereby purchase, take, 
receive and hold from each of its stockholders his 
right to the use of the water and to the extent of 
his interest in the water of Spanish Fork River, 
and the Strawberry Valley project together with 
all of his interest in the dams, gates, ditches and 
canals and other means of controlling, measuring, 
diverting and distributing of said water of the 
said Spanish Fork River and the 'Strawberry 
Valley Project, and the amount of stock subscrib-
ed for by each stockholder is the amount or value 
of his ownership and the right to the use of the 
water of said Spanish Fork River and the Straw-
berry Valley Project and the means of its con-
trol, measuring and diverting and distribution, 
and the same are of the fair cash value of the 
amount of stock subscribed for by each· of these 
incorporators, and the fair cash aggregate value 
thereof is the sum of $4272.50 and the same is re-
ceived and accepted by this corporation as and for 
full payment of the capital stock of this corpora-
tion subscribed by its incorporators, to-wit: -
The sum of $427'2.50, and the incorporators hereof 
hereby subscribe the same and hereby declare that 
the said shares of stock of said corporation sub-
scribed by them respectively are fully paid for 
thereby; ... " 
The Articles are dated February 20, 1917. 
We have heretofore in this Brief given a summary 
of the other evidence offered by the plaintiff in support 
of his claim. It will be seen that the testimony of the 
plaintiff and his two brothers is to the effect that prior 
to 1936, the people in the Canyon were permitted to take 
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the water whenever they so desired especially through 
the Collett ditch. The plaintiff testified that he had an 
agreement with ~Ir. Frances, the river commissioner that 
he might use 2~~ second feet of water through each of the 
three ditches, that is the Collett, Winwird and Minnedoka 
ditches and would be charged with only one second foot 
for the 7¥2 second feet (Tr. 107-108). He further testi-
fied that since the deal he made with Frances he has been 
using 2% second feet of water every week in each of 
the three ditches with a charge of only one second foot; 
and that no charge have been made for water diverted 
through the Collett ditch (Tr. 124-126-131). 
Mr. Frances, the water commissioner of the river, 
denied that he ever agreed that plaintiff should have the 
use of 2% second feet and be charged therefore only for 
one second foot, but that in 1941 he told the plaintiff that 
he might use a second foot of water in the Collett, Minne-
doka and Winwird ditches one day or 24 hours a week 
and that he would be charged therefor (Tr. 215). That 
such practice was followed and plaintiff was charged with 
the water used (Tr. 216). 
To the same effect is the testimony of Angus 0. 
Taylor who was deputy water commissioner during 1937 
to 1940, both years inclusive (Tr. 256-260) and of Bur-
gess Larsen, who was deputy water commissioner in 
1935 (Tr. 267), and of Victor P. Sabin who was water 
commissioner in 1946 to 1948, both inclusive, and of Wil-
lis Hill, who was deputy water commissioner in 1944 (Tr. 
286-293) and of Orla Stewart, who was deputy water 
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commissioner in 1942 and 1945 (Tr. 301 to 306), and of 
Lorin W. Jones, who was water commissioner from 1923 
to 1928 (Tr. 341-348). 
The foregoing deputy water commissioners in their 
testimony above referred to further testified that the 
plaintiff never objected to them when the water was 
turned off or made any claim that he owned any water 
right for which he should not be charged, or that he had 
a right to a continuous stream. So also does defendant's 
Exhibit 2, consisting of 15 papers request for water re-
fute plaintiff's claim that he used 2¥2 second feet of 
water in each of the Mitchell, Collett and Minnedoka 
ditches, and that cha:rge was made for the same (Tr. 243-
244). 
L. P. Thomas testified that he had been familiar 
with the water system of Spanish F'ork River since 1902 
and on the Central Committee since 1926 (Tr. 307-308). 
That in July 1948, he met the plaintiff who had just 
turned the water off the Collett land (Tr. 309). That 
when the plaintiff was caught with taken water not allot-
ted to him, he stated that he didn't get through with using 
the water on Wednesday (Tr. 309) ; that he agreed that 
he should be charged with the water used and that he 
would leave the water alone (Tr. 310). 
Mr. Thomas further testified that he had never 
heard that any of the Mitchell's claimed any water other 
than the Strawberry and McCarty decree water until 
about a month before the trial of this cause (Tr. 318). 
To the same effect is the testimony of Mr. Frances, the 
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water commissioner (Tr. 225-229 to 231). So far as ap-
pears, none of the deputy commissioners ever heard of 
any such clain1s as those made by the plaintiff for any 
water other than the McCarty and Strawberry water 
rights. 
The defendants offered in evidence the records kept 
by the water commissioner of Spanish Fork River, but 
the trial court rejected the same. In doing so, we believe, 
the court clearly committed error (Tr. 247-250). How-
ever, in the main, the evidence contained therein was 
testified to by the commissioner and his deputies and 
therefore, it may be doubted if the defendants were prej-
udiced by the error, and we shall not argue the claimed 
error. 
The matters which are established without any 
dispute are, in our view, of controlling importance. We 
shall, therefore, even at the sacrifice of repeating in part 
what has already been said, again direct the attention 
of the court to such facts. 
Pursuant to a requirement of the F·ederal Govern-
ment, the people in Spanish Fork Canyon, who desired 
to purchase water from the Strawberry Project, were 
required to form a corporation (Tr. 145). Such a corpo-
ration was formed in 1917, known as the Clinton Irriga-
tion Company (Tr. 328-339). D. A. 1\fitchell was one of 
such incorporators. He transferred all of his rights in 
and to the waters of Spanish Fork River, together with 
his interest in the dams and ditches to the corporation 
and received therefore 55 Strawberry shares, 90 Primary 
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shares and 110 Ditch shares. See Articles 7 and 20 (Tr. 
331 and 336). 
While the record is silent as to whether or not a 
formal conveyance of the water rights of D. A. Mitchell 
was made to the corporation, this court is committed to 
the doctrine that the signing of the Articles of Incorpora-
tion may serve as a conveyance or constitute an estoppel. 
Murray Hill MiJnirng and Mill Co. v. Havenor, et oJ, 24 
Utah 73, 66 Pac. 762. Moreover the incorporators of 
the Clinton Irrigation Company expressly granted to the 
corporation, in compliance with the requirements of the 
United States Government, the control, management, su-
pervision and distribution of the waters owned by and the 
rights of the stockholders in and to the waters of Span-
ish Fork River in Utah County, State of Utah and also 
the right to operate, manage and control all of the right, 
title and interest of the stockholders in and to the waters 
of the Strawberry Reservoir, etc. (Tr. 329, Article 
Three). From the time the Clinton Irrigation Company 
was organized it did take over the distribution of the 
water of its stockholders. See testimony of Mr. Hicks, 
one of plaintiff's witnesses ('Tr. 146 and 147). 
During the period covered by the evidence of the 
commissioners and his deputies extending from the time 
Loren Jones became commissioner in 1923 (Tr. 341) up 
to the time of the trial when Wayne Frances was com-
missioner, all of the waters of Spanish Fork River to 
which the plaintiff and the other stockholders of the Clin-
ton Irrigation Company were entitled to use was handled 
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in the following manner : The water commissioners and 
his deputies delivered the water to the Clinton Irrigation 
Company in the same manner as they delivered water 
to the other corporations who are defendants in this ac-
tion, that is to say, it was not the duty or obligation of the 
Commissioners to deliver water directly to the various 
stockholders of the ·corporation, but to the corporation 
itself. The manner in which the water was regulated 
is thus explained by Mr. Frances who was commissioner 
of the river at the time of the trial and had been such 
for some time prior thereto~ 
That all of the corporate defendants divert the water 
to which they are entitled below the mouth of 'Spanish 
Fork Canyon; that three of the defendants, Spanish Fork 
City, Spanish Fork ·West Field and the Spanish F·ork 
Southeast Irrigation companies jointly divert the water 
to which they are entitled through what is known as the 
Mill Race. That the commissioner does not and has not 
attempted to divide the waters as between the three com-
panies that divert their waters through the Mill Race, 
and when the water is delivered to the Mill Race, the 
duties of the commissioner is at an end. It is the obliga-
tion of the water master to distribute the water, which is 
by the commissioner diverted into the Mill Race to dis-
tribute it to the persons or corporations entitled thereto 
(Tr. 207). That the stockholders of the Clinton Irriga-
tion Company got their water out of Thistle Creek, which 
extends South from Thistle Junction (Tr. 209). That in 
the early Spring, that is when the flow of Spanish Fork 
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River is above 344 second feet, there is ample water for 
everyone and nothing is done in the matter of the regu-
lation thereof (Tr. 212). That when there is not suffi-
cient water to supply the desires of everyone or it re-
cedes below a flow of 344 cubic feet, the use of the water 
is regulated. As to the waters of the Clinton Irrigation 
Company, that company is given credit for all of the 
water owned by it, and its stockholders which includes the 
McCarty decree water and the Strawberry water, that 
is the water purchased from the U. S. Government (Tr. 
217). Since the Clinton Irrigation Company was organ-
ized in 1917, the river commissioner and his deputies do 
not deal directly with the stockholders of that company, 
but with the company itself. All water available for the 
use of the stockholders of the company has for many 
years past been credited to the company and then as the 
water is called for, the company is charged with the 
water used. When assessments are levied by the State 
Engineer to pay the expenses of the river commissioner 
in regulating and distributing the water, they are levied 
against the various corporations not its stockholders. 
There is allocated to the Clinton Irrigation Company 
the same as the other corporations diverting water from 
Spanish Fork River its proper portion of such costs. At 
no time has the plaintiff or any other stockholders of the 
Clinton Irrigation Company been assessed for the cost of 
distributing the water of the river. Any assessment that 
is exacted from the individual stockholders of the various 
corporations is made by the corporation. In other word~, 
the Clinton Irrigation Company, as well as the other 
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corporations who divert water from Spanish Fork River, 
are treated as but a single water user, regardless of how 
many stockholders there are in the corporation. The only 
concern of the river commissioner is to see to it that each 
corporation gets the water to which it is entitled. It is no 
concern of the river commissioner as to the amount o.f 
water that each stockholder gets so long as the corpo-
ration does not get more than it is entitled to receive. 
It is the water master of the various corporations who 
regulates and distributes the water to the stockholders. 
There are several points of diversion fron1 Spanish F'ork 
River where the stockholders of the Clinton Irrigation 
Company divert water, and therefore, it is necessary 
for the water commissioner to see that the water is di-
verted through the point of diversion designated by the 
proper officer of the Clinton Irrigation Company. That 
is done by giving to the River Commissioner or his 
deputy a request for water such as those received in evi-
dence and marked Defendant's Exhibit 2. 
The foregoing method of regulation of the waters 
of 'Spanish F'ork River is testified to by Wayne Frances, 
the river commissioner (Tr. 217-220 and 378-379). Dur-
ing the time that Mr. F'rances was water commissioner, 
the Clinton Irrigation Company and its stockholders did 
not use up all of the water to which its stockholders were 
entitled to use (Tr. 221). As to the manner of making as-
sessments to pay the expenses of regulating the river, 
See Tr. 372-37 4. During the time that Lorin W. Jones 
was river commissioner, 1923 to 1928, both years inclu-
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sive, he left it up to the Clinton Irrigation Company to 
turn the water into and out of its ditches. Mr. Jones, 
however, did make measurements of the water used by 
the stockholders of the company, and he kept a record 
but it has been lost (Tr. 343-344). That during the time 
he was acting as commissioner, the canyon people used 
more water than they were entitled to, but a part of such 
excess was made up by the fact that the F'ederal Govern-
ment turned more water into the system than was re-
quested ( Tr. 345 and 352-353). 
It is the well established law in this and other juris-
dictions of the semi-arid regions of the United S.tates, as 
stated in Wellsville East Field Irrigation Co. v. Lin.dsay 
La;nd wnd L. Co., 104 Utah 448; 137 Pac. (2d) 634 at page 
641 of the Pacific Reporter that: 
"It is well established that the person assert-
ing title by adverse use has the burden of proving 
it. The cases generally hold that there is a pre-
sumptive against such acquisition of title, Smith 
v. North Canyon vVater Co., supra, Spring Creek 
Irrig. Co. v. Zollinger, supra, Ephraim Willow 
Creek Irr. Co. v. Olsen, supra, Weil, Water Rights 
in Western States, 3rd Edition, Vol. 1, page 579. 
In Smith v. North Canyon Water Co., 16 Utah 194, 
52 Pac. 283-286, we stated that "The right of the 
defendant in the water would become fixed only 
after seven years continuous, uninterrupted, hos-
tile, notorious, adverse enjoyment, and to have 
been adverse, it must have been asserted under the 
claim of title with the knowledge and acquiescence 
of the person having the prior right." 
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Applying this well-established law to the case in 
hand, it is obvious that even though the plaintiff has 
openly, notoriously, under claim of right, used more 
water than he is entitled to use no matter how long, such 
use is continued, no other water user, except possibly 
the other stockholders of the Clinton Irrigation Com-
pany, would be deprived of their water right by adverse 
use. It is no concern of the water users of Spanish F·ork 
River, other than the stockholders of the Clinton Irriga-
tion Company, how the water of such company is dis-
tributed. Thus if the plaintiff has used more water than 
he is entitled to, but the total amount of water used by 
the Clinton Irrigation Company does not exceed the 
amount of water the company is entitled to use, then and 
under such circumstances the other water users of the 
river have no cause to complaint because such a use is 
not adverse to them. While some of the testimony of 
the Mitchells lends color to the claim that the plaintiff 
and possibly his farther have at times used more water 
than they are entitled to, all of the evidence is without 
conflict and to the effect that since the organization of the 
Clinton Irrigation Company in 1917, the total amount of 
water used by the stockholders of that company have not 
used more water than the company is entitled to receive, 
except possibly during a few years when Lorin Jones 
was river commissioner, and even then the use was not 
adverse because the other water users consented that the 
Clinton Irrigation Company might use such excess water 
in exchange for the Strawberry water, which had been 
subscribed for by its stockholders. If a stockholder of a 
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corporation could acquire a right to the use of water 
of a non-stockholder by using more than his share of the 
water of his corporation, then indeed has the very es-
sence of the acquisition of a water right by adverse use 
lost its meaning. We repeat that the most that can be 
said touching the testimony offered by the plaintiff in 
this case is that if such testimony is believed, he has, 
since the Clinton Irrigation Company was incorporated 
in 1917, used more than his proper share of the water 
to which the Clinton Irrigation Company and its stock-
holders are entitled. The evidence shows that the com-
pany has not used all of the water to which it is entitled. 
These further observations are pertinent: D. A. 
Mitchell was a director of the Clinton Irrigation Com-
pany and for a time its water master from the time 
of its incorporation until about the time he transferred 
his property to the plaintiff. See Articles of Incorpora-
tion, Article Ten (Tr. 344 and 342). An officer of a cor-
poration cannot acquire a water right against the corpo-
ration during the time he is such officer. 19 C.J.S., page 
159, Sec. 784. 
While the deed from D. A. Mitchell is dated March 
2, 1932 the same was not recorded until November 18, 
1935, Abstract page 95, and apparently was not delivered 
to the plaintiff until 1934 when, according to his testi-
mony, he claims to have acquired from his father his 
water right (Tr. 72). In 1939, the Legislature passed the 
law that precludes one from acquiring a water right by 
adverse use. Laws of Utah 1939, Chapter 111, Sec. 100-
3-1, page 148. 
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Thus the plaintiff could not possibly have acquired 
a water right after he acquired the land upon which 
he used the water. Under the McCarty Decree, D. A. 
:Mitchell was awarded 5 acres of second class water and 
45 acres of third class water. Defendants' Exhibit 1. 
However, when he conveyed his water in Spanish Fork 
River to the Clinton Irrigation Company, he received 
therefor 90 shares of primary and 110 shares of ditch 
water for his 'Spanish Fork River water (Tr. 331). Just 
where this additional water came from, does not appear. 
POINT THREE 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN FINDING THAT THE 
PLAINTIFF HAS USED A CONTINUOUS FLOW THROUGH 
THE WINWIRD DITCH FOR STOCKWATERING AND TO 
SUPPLY HIS WELL WITH UNDERGROUND WATER FOR 
CULINARY PURPOSES AND THAT SUCH USE HAS BEEN 
OPEN, NOTORIOUS, UNINTERRUPTED, UNDER CLAIM OF 
RIGHT ON THE PART OF THE PLAINTIFF AND HIS PRE-
DECESSORS IN INTEREST AND IN TITLE AND ADVERSE 
TO THE RIGHTS OF THE DEFENDANT CORPORATION 
AND OF SPANISH FORK CITY. (R. 5'06) 
POINT FIVE 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN FINDING THAT THE 
PLAINTIFF IS ENTITLED TO A CONTINUOUS FLOW OR 
STREAM THROUGH THE WINWIRD DITCH AND BACK 
INTO THISTLE CREEK FOR STOCKW ATERING PUR-
POSES AND TO SUPPLY PLAINTIFF'S WELL WITH 
UNDERGROUND WATER FOR CULINARY PURPOSES. (R. 
507) 
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POINT SEVEN 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN MAKING ITS CON-
CLUSION OF LAW THAT THE PLAINTIFF IS ENTITLED 
TO A CONTINUOUS FLOW THROUGH THE WINWIRD 
DITCH AND BACK INTO THISTLE CREEK FOR STOCK-
WATERING PURPOSES TO SUPPLY PLAINTIFF'S WELL 
WITH UNDERGROUND WATER FOR CULINARY PUR-
POSES. (R. 509) 
POINT TEN 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN RENDERING JUDG-
MENT IN FAVOR OF THE PLAINTIFF AWARDING TO 
HIM THE RIGHT TO THE USE OF 2¥2 CUBIC FEET PER 
SECOND OF THE WATERS OF THISTLE CREEK AND 
LIKEWISE TO HAVE A CONTINUOUS FLOW OF WATER 
COURSED THROUGH THE WINWIRD DITCH. (R. 512) 
The point which appellants seek to raise by the fore-
going Point Three is substantially the same question 
which appellants attack under Point Five, Point Seven 
and Point Ten, namely, that the evidence fails to show 
that the plaintiff has a right to a continuous flow of 
water for stockwatering and for maintaining water in 
his well. The substance of the evidence touching this 
phase of the case is as follows : 
D. A. Mitchell testified that while he owned the land 
now owned by the plaintiff, he. used water through the 
Minnedoka and Winwird ditches one day a week (Tr. 
19). Later he said the water from the Winwird ditch is 
never out of the pasture. That he has a well that was 
dug about 1890 or later (Tr. 20) ; that the well is used 
for culinary water. It gets dry in the winter and then 
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fills up in the summer (Tr. 21). He irrigates about two 
acres out of the Winwird ditch (Tr. 25). 
R. L. :Mitchell, a brother of the plaintiff, testified 
that they used the water on the Mitchell property all the 
time from ~larch or April to November (Tr. 56). Plain-
tiff testified that he gets his culinary water out of a well 
near the house (Tr. 73). That in the winter time when 
water is shut off for a long time out of the Winwird ditch, 
he can pump his well dry (Tr. 80). That four acres is 
irrigated out of the Winwird ditch (Tr. 81). The main 
purpose of the Minnedoka and Winwird ditches is to sup-
ply Sid Elmer's prior rights (Tr. 83). The witness 
does not know how long Sid Elmer uses the water out 
of the Winwird ditch because when he is not using the 
water it is turned back into ·the river (Tr. 84). Plaintiff 
testified that before 1936 the people under the Clinton 
Irrigation Company regulated their water, but since then 
it has been done by the river commissioner; that the 
people in the Canyon took the water when they wanted 
it and gave the people their Strawberry water in ex-
change for the same (Tr. 102 and 106). When Mr. Elmer 
irrigates the water runs through the Winwird ditch (Tr. 
113). That when the water is used one day a week, there 
is ample water in his well (Tr. 114). 
Sidney Elmer testified that he has owned a farm 
about one mile north of plaintiff's land which he irrigates 
through the Winwird ditch (Tr. 441). That the water 
through that ditch has not been shut off during the period 
extending from April 15th to October 1st or 2nd (R. 445). 
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The reason that the water is not shut out of the ditch 
is because of the difficulty of putting in and removing 
the diversion dams ( Tr. 445). The water in the Winwird 
ditch is turned back into the river after it passes through 
plaintiff's property. 
We are at a loss to find anything in the evidence 
touching the manner in which the water has been regu-
lated through the Winwird ditch which supports a find-
ing or decree requiring the continuance of coursing water 
through that ditch. None of the elements of adverse 
use are present. So far as the well is concerned, the 
plaintiff testified that so long as the water runs through 
the Winwird ditch one day a week, there is ample water 
in his well (Tr. 114). That should put an end to such 
claim. The fact that the water has been coursed through 
that ditch to supply the lower land certainly does not 
constitute an adverse use of such water by the owner 
of the land through which it runs merely because the land 
for the time being is a calf pasture and the calves or other 
livestock have been drinking some of the water. Suppos-
ing Mr. Elmer should change the course of his irrigation 
ditch, which he probably has a right to do, surely the 
water users in the valley below the mouth of Spanish 
Fork Canyon would be under no duty to continue to have 
water coursed through the old ditch. Apparently the calf 
pasture is near the house and if per chance the occasion 
should arise where the manner of diverting water from 
the river should be altered, it would be a simple and in-
expensive undertaking for the plaintiff to pump water 
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for his calves. Be that as it may, the mere fact that water 
has been coursed through a ditch which passes through 
plaintiff's land and that livestock have drunk such water 
does not constitute such adverse use as to require the 
continuation of such practice, and there was no occasion 
for the court to make any such an award. Moreover no 
claim is made by plaintiff in his complaint, nor in the 
pretrial order, that he has a right to a continuous flow 
of water through the Winwird ditch. 
POINT NINE 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN DENYING DAMAGES 
TO THE DEFENDANTS FOR THE WATER WHICH PLAIN-
TIFF USED AND IN FAILING TO RENDER JUDGMENT 
IN FAVOR OF DEFENDANTS FOR SUCH DAMAGES. (R. 
509) 
Notwithstanding the plaintiff secured an order frmn 
the trial court to divert 7lj2 second feet of water frorr1 
Spanish Fork River for 24 hours each week and pursua11t 
thereto did divert such water for ten turns in 1949 and 
used 148.8 acre feet, and in 1950 used the water for 13 
turns and used 193.4 acre feet, and notwithstanding the 
trial court found that plaintiff was entitled to only 1/6 
of such water, the court below not only assessed the de-
fendants with costs, but awarded plaintiff's his costs for 
depriving defendants of the water to which they are 
entitled. In this connection, the only evidence in the 
record as to the value of the use of the water is that of L. 
P. Thomas who testified that the reasonable rental value 
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of irrigation water during the period in question was 
two dollars per acre foot (Tr. 313). 
While some of the water applied to the land of the 
plaintiff may find its way back into the river there is no 
evidence as to the amount thereof. 
If one may get an order of a court to use all the 
water he wants, and then by putting up a bond and using 
such water for two irrigation seasons and then when it 
is determined that he has used six times as much water 
as he is entitled to, then be relieved from all obligations 
to pay for such water, then indeed is there a new way to 
get the use of valuable water belonging to other water 
users without becoming liable for such use. 
CONCLUSION 
In conclusion it is appellants' contention: 
1. That all of the right that D. A. Mitchell had in 
Spanish Fork River was conveyed to the Clinton Irriga-
tion Company in 1917 by the execution of the Articles 
of Incorporation of that company. 
2. That there is a total absence of any evidence 
showing or tending to show that D. A. Mitchell acquired 
any new right to the use of any water in Spanish Fork 
River after he divested himself of all his rights other 
than such as he had by being a stockholder in the Clinton 
Irrigation Company. 
3. That all of the evidence affirmatively shows 
that after the organization of the Clinton Irrigation Com-
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pany, the water right of the plaintiff and his predecesso-r 
in interest, was regulated by that company; that the com-
pany was credited with all of the water to which its stock-
holders were entitled and charged with the water that 
its stockholders used. 
±. That there is no evidence that the Clinton Irriga-
tion Company ever used or claimed any water right ad-
versely to the claims of the defendants, the most that can 
be said touching such matter is that for a few years, there 
was an exchange of the use of the Strawberry water pur-
chased by the stockholders of the Clinton Irrigation 
water for such water as the Clinton Irrigation Company 
used and that during such arrangement for the exchange 
of the use of the waters, the Clinton Irrigation Company 
and its stockholders used more of the waters of the river 
than the amount that was turned in from the Strawberry 
Reservoir. 
5. That there is a total failure of proof that plain-
tiff has acquired any right to a continuous flow of water 
through the Winwird ditch. 
6. That the plaintiff having deprived the defend-
ants of the use of the water to which they are entitled 
should be required to pay for the same. 
7. That the plaintiff should not have been awarded 
his costs. 
8. That the judgment and decree rendered in this 
case should be reversed and the cause remanded to the 
trial court with directions to that court to enter a decree 
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in favor of the defendants, adjudging that plaintiff is 
without right to the additional water he claims, that the 
court below be directed, after a further hearing, to de-
terrnine the amount of damages that has been suffered 
by the defendants by reason of plaintiff having used 
water to which he is not entitled; that judgment be ren-
dered accordingly, and that defendants be awarded 
judgment for their costs expended in the trial court and 
in this court on appeal. 
Respectfully submitted, 
R. H. ANDRUS and 
ELIAS HANSEN 
Attorneys for Appellant 
Corporation 
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